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ABSTRACT 
The work reported in part I of this thesis concerns ionisation 
and spin exchange in systems M + X t M + X-. The familiar time - 
dependent perturbation equations are derived from the time -independent 
Schrödinger wave equation. Coriolis coupling is explicitly taken 
account of, the relevant coupled equations are set up for several 
M + X systems and are solved numerically. The results are presented 
in §I.10 and §I.11 where the solutions are compared with the Landau - 
Zener approximation and with the numerical solution of a simple two - 
state problem. 
In Part II elastic and inelastic differential cross sections for 
two crossing monotonic repulsive potentials are calculated. Two 
model potentials are used and the scatterii amplitudes are evaluated 
as a partial wave summation. The S- matrix elements are calculated 
using the Landau -Zener -Stueckelberg approximation and phase shifts are 
evaluated analytically by using a straight line approximation to the 
trajectory. The results, which are interpreted in an analysis due 
to Ford and Wheeler, are presented in §II.6. 
Ín part III the quadrupole -quadrupole mechanism for fine structure 
transitions in heavy atoms induced by collision with H2 HD and D2 
is considered.* The quadrupole -quadrupole term of the multipolar 
expansion of the electrostatic interaction potential is evaluated in 
two co- ordinate systems. An analytic expression for the transition 
probabilities is obtained in terms of atomic and molecular matrix 
Transition probabilities were evaluated using first order time - 
dependent perturbation theory. 
elements, atomic and molecular quantum numbers and an integral over 
the collision trajectory. The matrix elements were evaluated using &he 
best available wave functions. Transition probabilities as functions 
of impact parameter and velocity were obtained by numerically integrating 
the trajectory integrals. The probability functions were numerically 
integrated first over impact parameter and finally over the Boltzmann 
velocity distribution to obtain rate constants as functions of 
temperature. The rate constants so calculated were compared with 
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I.1 Introduction 
It is known that, at infinite separation. the energy of the 
system M (1So) + X -(1So) where = Li, Na, K and X F, , Br or I, 
lies between 0.21 eV (KF) and 2.25 eV (LiI) above that of the 
system la ai) + X(2P312), the ground state of the a X system at 
infinite separation. However, in their lowest electronic states, 
which have binding energies of between 3.16 eV (haI) and 6.6 eV 
(LiF) relative to iii( ) + X(-P3 
/2), 
the diatomic alkali halide 
molecules seem to behave essentially like pairs of oppositely - charged 
ions. If the N + X system is described in terms of diabetic potential 
energy curves, it is clear that the ionic surface must cross the 
(manifold of) covalent one(s). Furthermore, the ionic and (one of) 
the covalent curve(s) have the same symmetry (lE+ or 0 - o +) so that 
there is a non-vanishing matrix element of the Hamiltonian between 
these two diabetic states. 
One question that is often asked about such a system is ''what 
is the probability of crossing from the (manifold of) covalent surface 
(s) to the ionic surface, or vice versa., as a result of the collision 
between M and X ? ". The method frequently adopted to answer trig 
question is to set up the time -dependent perturbation (TDP) equations 
in a limited expansion basis of diabetic states - frequently 
including only two states in the expansion and then solve the set 
of coupled, first order differential equations either numerically or 
by approximation - for example using the Landau -Zener (ZEN32) or 
Landau-Zener-Stueckelberg (STU32) approximations. alch a treatment 
entirely neglects two factors 
a. The single ionic curve crosses manifolds of surfaces corresp- 
ondineoptdrsofmandxatominavarietyefj,m.states. 
1(1.1) 
b. Ctates whose Z-component of the total angular momentum (defined 
about the internuclear axis) differ by t one unit are coupled 
by the rotational motion of the two atoms (except in a 'head on' 
collision). This is the so-called Coriolis Coupling. 
The existence of manifolds of neutral surfaces becomes apparent 
on consideration of the correlation diagram. 
For the case of id the coupling between the total orbital 
angular momentum, L, and the total spin angular momenta!: in the 
separated atoms appears to be strong (for I at least) and J and '4,3. are 
good quantum numbers. In this situation a space quantisation of 
J rather than L takes place in the electric field produced when the 
atoms approach each other. This corresponds to Rund's case (c) 
coupling (HER50, MUL30). The component of the total electronic 
angular momentum along the internuclear axis of the molecule, CI, is 
then obtained by adding the M.,. values of the two atoms. 
II = Im I 
jl 
J2 
At larger internuclear separations, then, the 'molecular' states 
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At smaller separations it may be that coupling more nearly 
approaches í1uTì.d ts case (a) when L and S become good quantum. numbers. 
In this c2escription the molecular states arising from the separated 
atoms may be described as 
26 $ 
1 




-2 > 11r(Q- 1 ) 
and 
3 
1 ( 520 2 , 1, 0 +, 0 12 states in all. 
In addition there is the possibility of a transition to something 
hund's case (c) in which the total angular momentum of each 
electron ( 2, + s) combine to produce the total electronic aia,,ular 
momentum. 
In order to deter line the states present at still smaller 
separations (e.5. 3R) the orderin and occupancy of molecular ever y 
levels must be known. An attempt to predict this for a molecule as 
large as (I would be rather speculative. however it is known that the 
molecular ground state is the ionic 1 , olecul r state. 
A correlation diagram. may De tentatively constructed usizit, fá 52 
correlations and assuming that the low lying molecular states derive 
9 R 




sta.te. One such possible diabatic correlation diagram is s'.Aoaa in 
Figure 1. 
In the calculations, atomic J were taken to be nood quantum 
numbers, io Hund'a case (e) was used throughout the collision. 
In te calculations described below, processes of tine tyre 
+ X 
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in 'odel (1) two neutral potentials cross two ionic potentials. and in 
nodel (2) two neutral potentials cross four ionic potentials. Due to 
coriolis coupling transitions can take place between the members of 




not defined in the ion X (.2 ? 
3/2 
), and it is expected that transitions 
, 
Lrom non-selected neutral states to the ionic substates with m. m 
and m..=- 3/2 may not be of equal importance. (The ground state of an 
2 




PI not P 3/2 
, and tAs 
2 
point will be taken up in 5 (I.5)). In addition. the possibilities 
for spin--flip in M are quite different in (1) than in (2). In both n 
atom and X ion in (1) m is a good quantum number and, in fact, it is 
expected that spin flip is impossible in such a system. lu (2) 
however, m 
s 
is not defined in X due to spin--orbit coupling and for 
this syatet,. non zero spin-flip probabilities are expected. 
In models (3) and (4) trie single ionic potential crosses a 
manifold of four and eight neutral potentials respectvely. Trans- 
itions are again possible between. the 'naeerbers of a manifold. Now ion 
production processes depend (differently for toge two models) upon the 
initial neutral state in `hic i the system is prepared. A3 far as spin 
flip in M is concerned, two electron processes are now possible. I'a 
terms of model (3) two such processes are 
i. AO) + X(+) + iì + X.:..(14) ° _!O) + X(4) 
ii. ;:1(4) + X(Y) -+ 10) + :x(t) 
; here 4 and + represent the two possible orientations of electron spin. 
Processes of the type (i) and (ii) are also possible in model (4) 
except t zat ms is not defined in the X atom or X ion. 
?pence, from these various models, it should be possible to 
determine the effect upon collision induced ionisation of making 
allowance for I(1.1) (a) and (b). In addition, the probability of 
spin-flip in N can be compared for tan foes systems in the hone of 
obtaining information about the mechanism for this process and to 
determine whether or not it is a useful tool for investi atina; curve 
crossing. 
in all the calculations, the amiltonian matrix elements were 
modelled on the Kl system and collision ener,iees were such that all 
exit channels were open. 
As indicated above, only the crossing of the ionic potential 
with the ground neutral manifold of M potentials was considered. The 
validity of neglecting other manifolds must be considered. 
The second crossing of the ionic curve (working outwards from 
the minimum) is with the manifold of stated arising from the atomic 
states N(2S) X( 2 22 ). This additional crossing was incorporated in 
a simple sevi-classical analysis in weich only coupling due to the 
hamiltonian was considered. In this analysis the probability, p, of 
emerging on the ionic surface after entering on the neutral ground 
surface was found to be 
1 
P = PLZe 
there is the probability of the acre transition where the second 
LZS 
crossing is ignored (see g 1.3) and ri is the probability of reaeinine 
on the ionic surface after the outward traverse of the second crossing 
at separation R . In the case of Kl., the outer croseing is at such a 
c, 
2 
large internuclear separation (R e 56 A) that p 
1 
e 1 (or very 
2 
o 
nearly) for all impact parameters less than R (the inner crossing 
1 
distance) at the energies used. or tais system, then it is expected 
that ionisation probabilities and cross sections can be adequately 
computed ignorine the second crossing since the "Pi state does not 
appear to be an accessible exit channel via the outer crossing. This 
expectation was confirmed by computation. 
rx 




for otother aikali -Lletal/ 
Halogen syste;, are presented in the taül.e iollow inA. It can be seen 
that tue other sy:ieos for which a significant ionisation cross section 
is expected (r 
cl 
not too large) .i rd. for which trie outer crosszn ; can 
be neglected are K Br, &b Br and kb 1. 
The appropriate time-dependent perturbation equations ,;i.11 be 
derived in 1.2 taking account of 1(1.1) (a) and (h). i;.estrictions 
on their usefulness and validity will also be indicated. 
i.2 iíATiíi:'siAIiICAL FORMULATIOtv of tne ;?LflBL%t: 
The Coupled Equätions- 
Ite method etyloyed is to expand the complete 5r'ave function, of 
tne system in W.K.B.-type functions for the nuclear motion: and in 
atomic .ave functions for t} a electronic motion. The various 
assumptions wade and approximations used will be specified as they are 
encountered. 
where 
The. Hamiltonian of the r.ygtc.4: is given by 
(:2/2u )v + ï? (t::e co-ordinates of tue C:.:. 
4 e 
are cyclical) 
p)Vi + v(rffi,R)) 
1(2.1) 
9 
First and Second Ionic /Neutral Crossing Distances 
(kfor the A1kali7metal /ialogen S- stet 




Li F 11.4 11.9 
Li Ci 8.6 9.° 
L3. är 7.6 10.0 
Li I 6.4 11.0 
Na F 14.3 15.0 
Na Cl 10.2 11.0 
Na Sr 8.7 12.1 
Na 1 7.2 13.7 
KF 68.6 90. 1 
K Cl 23.2 28.2 
K Sr 16.9 36.6 




RbC1 31.6 41.5 
Rb Br 21.0 6'2.r, 
Rb I 13.9 154. ;s 
Cs F None None 
Cs Cl 83.2 225.7 
Cs Br 35.7 None 
Cs I 19.1 None 
I. 0 
D is the gradient with respect to nuclear co-ordinates and `fil is the 
th radient with respect to the co- ordinates of true i electron. 
Electronic and nuclear co-ordinates are denoted r and Tt respectively. 
The Schrodinger time independent equation is 
i' 11$ 1(2.2) 
and the complete wav function Y is expanded in electronic and 
nuclear ei;en.functions 
/ 
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The electronic wave functions are written tn(r ^) because 
dn in(rÁ) or 4n(rm ) 
depending on which atria is centred upon. 
zi 
bub3titutiag i(.2.3) into 1(2.2) making use of 1(2.1) and 1(2.4), 
multiplying throughout by Su and integrating over electronic co- 
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s . <4 10 >J10) is the mnti matrix element of the operator F, mit m n ray 
and it has been assumed that 
a` ;1 d 2 tu (-i ) 
wXnt/"oT.t iPntXn,/ti, áZ ä d- t(t+ +- z-nn-}Xnteo dR 2 
rieking use of trae relations 
and 
9 





is readily demonstrated traut 
dP (cose)/de át2 +1Ì 
[exP(int) 
+ exp( -íní)7 ,t»1 
And providing ant is a moderately slowly varying function of R, 
nence 1(2.5) becomes 
so that 
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Noting that(-t(t+10 41 u (2.+1)-(1 pvutl) hICU(classical equation of 




.2Eu-t(t+4 6 2 
)dE ex[ P -7f; 
241i. 
(2E/02 
for E large, making the approximation that 




alat E vnt.717 and making a change of 
Lut a 
nt 
exp -(ith)ln dt 
E n nt Sun 
Cahtlmn (itfi)iium nt g4 
which is valid for t»l, E/Hun>>1 daut/di 
1(2.7) 
It is very desirable and not difficult to show that equations 
1(2.7) are such that probability is conserved. 
In matrix not&.tion, equations 1(2.7) used 
C an-i VC 
1 r 
S'1 h- iS' 1! á -} 
at 
The criterion for conservation of probability is 
cat 
<i> m o 
1(2.8) 
1(2.9) 
since <lT> ° E.lC.s. E (seeoll 3UfkiX Coïtïlcla2t9 is 
13 
redundant) , 1(2.9) way oe written, with f <4' I Y'> 
f. C+SC+CSC+C+SC 
r al r e m or r 
On substituting the Hermitian conjugate of 1(2.8), f becomes 
f C+ (W + ;V+ - i:3V)C 
. 
m C+{s + G-/) (.+-:) -- 4 át}+.. -t}+) }c 
r M 
(S and S are real sywaletric matrices). 
eit 
Since h is a OermitiK,n uratriN and 
a/at} + a/at} as s, it is clear that f o 
as required for conservation of probability. 
In similar faahion it can be showu that it is always possible 
to transform the equations in the diabat .c $ basis to a set of 
equations in an adiabatic 4; basis in which uicroscob;ic reversibility 
is obeyed. To demonstrate this, consider a transformation 
ZiOidiJ i Ekb ktWk 
such t:hat the adiabatic 4, basis is ortiho;;onûl. 
In matrix notation 
C d.b 
_ _ 
and 5 d+ Su... 
+ h a 1(2.10) 
Making the replacement C d b in 1(2.7) ahhd premultiplying the 
resulting equation throughout by d+, yields the equrttion. 
b -V b ti V s. A + (i/h)h , A d +Sd + d{a/at}d 
A + n+ a/at{ri+ o 
Thus V is anti - .erriitiah., and microscopic reversibility is obeyed 
in the p basis. 
figure 2 IS 
Attractive and Repulsive Trajectories in the CM Frame 
i. Attractive 
apse line 
i% at> paranstsr aad ths 
ths iastakat a 01®ssst 
ss lias is ths íítaitcviwtricle vezttor mtt 
1.3 Lvaluation of the Matrix atat} 
it is asssuneu tat the nuclear motion is, to a good 
ag3proxi a.tiou, clas:.icaï. hence k(tj is known, where R is the inter- 
nuclear vector, and it is useful to write 
d 
= V.0 _ R + +- öt 3R aa a* 1(3.1) 
The iaterato;.ic potential is taken to be central, and it is 
known fron: classical mechanics (G0L50) that 
= o 
tt v 1-1-b2/ (3t)/E] 
e - vb/R2 ? v ® (2E/0' 
1(3.2) 
and b is the impact ,.sarameter for the trajectory (see Figure 2). 
energy transfer due to chau as of quantum. stata duriry the 
collision was neglected since: 4L (1.2 eV for M + a; f + ) is 
«l; (1; , 5u eV ) .. so that one impact parameter and asymptotic 
velocity are defined for a trajectory. 
In all the calculations that follow, the qS basis is an atomic 
one, that is, euch 0 is expressed in terms of atonic orbitals centred 
on M or C. hence the evaluation of 3$n /at requires the evaluation of 
a*. . Pajm + Oajm 
t j á, aó 
figure 4 
System of Euler Angles used. 
figure 3 
Space -fixed and Rotating Co- ordinate Systems 
)( y denote the axes of the space -fixed co- ordinate system. 
) 
u are the axes of the rotating co- ordinate system. 
,J 
J J 
where *. *. (r,R) (see Figure 3). im im -A --- 
Furthermore, throughout the collision, the axis of quantisatiou 
is taken to be the internuclear vector, that is, the basis is defined 
relative to a rotating co-ordinate system (see Figure 3). However, 
the operators a/aa and 3/Win 1(3.1) refer to a space-fixed system of 
co-ordinates. The two co-ordinate systems are related by the set 
of Faller angles shown in Figure 4 (EDM57). In any physical system of 
the atom - atom sort, only two angles 
O L a a are needed. 
Metransformationhetweenthe.in the rotating co-ordinate 
frame 
' 
, * andthe*.inthespace-fixedfram well 
im 
known (ROS53): 
*R a E *6 D4 (0,0,0) 
j.1. rtilla 







b,) e4-11 c4dJ 
1 
(0 eil° 
mm m m 
From 1(3.3) and 1(3.4) and the relationship 
dbio(d31 (0) ) [6-m+1)(j+mOlidi 
Ill in wiz- 1 
(j+Eurt.1)(j-m)]d3 
mim+1 
it follows that 
1(3.3) 
1(3.4) 
am/a0 " (-m+l)(3+)i 
ljm`l - # f(j++l)(j-.m)j m+I 
Finally, asp. (r ) /aR. and a4t.m(rB) /aL must be evaluated. 
312 
XA = X9 yA = y9 2A 
i 2 * mBk/ (mA4 ) 
xb = x, = y, ah = z - mAR/(mA +m3) 
where the co- ordinates X,X 
la 
etc, are as shown iin Figure 3. 
It can be shown that 
afV/aR = >alL11 /(raAB)az 
1(3.5) 
and similarly that 
ag(rß) /aR = - rA/(mA+mdag /az 
Using these results, it is not difficult to demonstrate that 
3 
m 




(=g) 8f (rA) dr3 - .__ fg* (rR) f (r) ar3 
(saA+m$) 
1(3.6) 
The calculations for the process 1(1.2) (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv) 
will now be considered in turn. 
1.4 
Z 
+ i7 ) F +(l:; ) + -(x .__._._._.. _.a.._ (One-electron model) 
In all the calculations described, 4i. are the eigeufunctions 
of the total angular momentum operator, and 7C.. _, are the eigen 
functions of the total orbital an:ular momentum and spin angular 
momentum operators. In addition, the one. electron spin-orbitals 
S 
a l7. :: í i _ G( 
respectively denote the us atomic orbital centred on Y, the n1s 
atomic orbital centred on X and the alpm atomic orbital on X. e and 
B are tide usual spin functions. 
Suppose, for the sake of argument, that the system is prepared 
initially in a neutral state, M + X. In a one --electron treatment, 
the electron is supposed to be located initially on the atom. 
*coy *i": 
if the system emergeb in the ionic state, 
,A+ 
+ X it is represented by 
a description in which the electron is located on the X atom; 
ionic 
if 
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e<odals , the function 
1(4.2) 
1(4.3) 
1r ;as assigned the sa?,e ion ir. all the models. lu equation 1(4.3) 
*ionic ans y, are the soave 
cov 
in an atomic' description. 
so that 
For the basi.; I(4.1) ï 
functions for ionic and covalent states 
s <W1Ì '3> <v y4> áX> 
s s 1(4.4) 
33 
,-1 Lwaluatinii, t - he matrix , making 





use of 1(3.3) and 
-1 
and 5 la/a4) was readily 
o A 0 o 
o o o 









-ax 0 a 0 
o -ax o o 
-1 
I-x2 a o -fix o 
1(4.5) 
o a o -ßx 
where a 0 mm+ , 1-a and x. = dx/dR. 
Ii all the calculations described, magnetic and relativistic terms 
in the hasiltonian were ijiored. aking use of the invariance of the 
hamiltoniau with respect to simultaneous arbitrary. rotation of all 
electronic co-ordinates about the J.-4. axis, it can be shown that the 
only non-vanishing matrix elements of the hamiltouian, h, are: 
hll m 
aence it is trivial 





h h R '1 22 33 m 44 ' 13 m h31 
. .-1 









B24 m h42 m 3 
is given by 
(R-xi133 ) o 







ThrouL:?ac3ut tl,e,s,e calculations. for the purpose of co--parin; 
orce r,:9del with another, corresponding matrix elements of the 
iîamiltor,.ian were ra4,si"aaed the same functional .form in all models 
(see § 1.9). 
The quantum :states of ?1 and :ï were taken to be defined 
relative to a space-fixed axis of quantisation at = w. in what 
follows, is chosen so tiaat coupling due to the he siltonian is 
negligible for it greater than R, so twat, in this region, pure 
rotation only is talii.n ;'. piece. hence, ií*, tile quantum states of F and 
X defined relative to the space -fixcu axis of quantisation, at 
are denoted by tiffe quntuni numbers 3` m. and 3m ., then for R. > Eto, 
the quantum states of 1 and X relative to the same axis of quant- 
isation are denoted by the same quantum numbers. kor R 3 :b the 
quantum states of ii and X, tr3R, defined relative to the rotating 
interparticle vector as quantisation axis are defined by the relation 
and e o. 
Hence 
10jl Z 
) ® sa 





Co- ordinate System for Initial and Final Free Rotation 
The CM angle of deflection, x, is given by 
X = Ir- rO + sin l(b /Rf) I 
where 
1(4.8) 
D(0) - di di_} o o 























(see 1(3.3) and 1(3.4) ) where C e cos 0/2, S - sin 0/2. Consider 
the inward part of the trajectory from R - m moi: - ko (see Figure 5). 
At R- R 
o' 
0 Is 0-o ï t- to' 
and `(t) O*>k3.(t)-il/%(0)(t) 
O ., o û U 
where a is the vector of amplitudes of the states defined relative 
to a rotating axis of quantisation. 
And T(to) - 1*> b(to) 
where b(to) is the vector of the amplitudes of the states defined 
relative to space -fixed axes, and b(t ) 
. o 
initiai vector at R 00. 
where b is the 
dente a(t ®) -I1(o) b 1(4.9) 
Now consider the out;.lard part of trajectory from R = R + 
0 
At R. t tfs and 
b(tf) %f d)(i`)¢) (tf) 
where bf is the final vector of amplitudes at it . 00 
I(4.10) 
I.5 M(2S#) + X(1 So) +- M+ + X (2}.'3/2) (One-Electron Model) 
The basis used was 
* ° 10X 
1 3/2. 3 
2° 
Xi} 
(L°l3 5mi) ) 
) 







(1/13) (X1i + 2Xß-i) ) 
) 
) 
* 4 3/2.°/2 z X.`1 `i 
X lo (L o: Soli) 
° 














) f +(l So) + 
X (2P3/21 
The valence-shell electron configuration of the two atoms 






, and makin. Cas assumptions described 
iu 41.1, Vas correlation dia4ram is as shown in Figure 6. Provided 
tae fiee-structura splitting in the X-ion is quite lere. L and 111 
' c 
ma;,, be sufficiantly ldoly s parated that the t.,v crossinp may be 
treated eeparatell in a seisi-classical anslysit. it is assumed here 
tqat this is tac case. 
The ininel vector of amIslituaes of states defined relative to 
a rotatini,; axis at = a(t). and the final vector of ervlitudes 
of ststea do:fined relative to cJace-fixed azes at b are 
given by equations 1(4.9) and 1(4.10) and a(e) is presented in 
Appendix 1. 
2 4. . 




$ ) + X - ( 1 ) (12w e. electron model) 
For this calculation a 'molecular' basis_ WIL6 used since 




s 1 3r 










where S'4 is an atomic s orbital centred on atom M, and c and a are 
the spin functions s °, m 
s 
+i, s = m = -} respectively. This 
$ s 
molecular basis is related to an atomic basis (a description more 
appropriate to a scatterint experiment) as fo1lo,s 
41 - 11,1 
42 = (1/2)(1i:A1 + I-},i1) _ (l/12)(*2 + tp3) 
á3 ° I-1,-il °AY4 
44 - (1/1/2)(11,-il -1-11i1) ° (1//2)(402 ... ,3) 
iIx ' VS 
1(6.2) 
where Ianl,n21 ° ( 2)(V+im;(1.)*2m2(2) _ VJ1,1(2)*32m(1) )ii°J2° 
X 
and (mi,m21 _ (1/2) (* (1)+3 ; (2) (2)V J^m (1) ) 
i l 2 2 1-1 a 2 
The matrices 
in Appendix II. 
s l{,a/aFr} 
1.10 
{.a /fin) and 
-1 {H} are presented 
Since a molecular basis has been used, equations 1(4.9) and 
1(4.10) cannot be used unmodified to describe pure rotation of the 
system. 
In vector btotatíon, the basis 17 >, may be written 
17> ° (1/12)17> 
a 
+ (1/2)17>b 1(6.3) 
and 
where 
In the case of the present basis, 
{ (1/ 2)*1 
*3 
(1/ 2) *4 *2 (11/245> 
1(1 / 241 *2 (1 /244 
-4)3 
(1//245> 
It follows from 1(6.3) that 
118>R a e (1/12)1, >a ha + (1//2)141>. bb 
baaila(0) a 






r . r 
1(6.4) 
define the amplitudes of the j m, states of M and X relative to a 
space -fixed axis of quantisation. 
Now, 4)5 can be written 
* 
5 
fx (1,2) 4 k(1,2) 
where fx(1,2) is not affected by rotation of the axis of quantisation 
and t g(1,2) a(1) 0(2) - u(2) ß(1) 
It is rat difficult to show that 4k(1,2) is invariant under 
axis rotation. Making use of this result, and substituting from the 
various dit , the matrices Da(0) and Db(0) were evaluated and are 
mm 
presented in Appendix II. 
32 
In what follows, p(n) is the probability of finding the 
system in state 10n, where tyn is now defined relative to a space- 
fixed axis of quantisation. 
14(1) - (1/4)Ibi + b112 
p(2) - (1/2)1b4 + 
1)1142 
2 { 
P(3) (1/2)ib; - b412 
P(4) (l/4)Ib; + bb3I2 
P(5) (1/4)1bs + b5'2 
I(6.5) 
-1 
Noting that bb D ba, D Db Da (1(6.4) ), defining p° p(n) at . . 
R initially, and assuming that bá are real initially, it 
follows that 
R(0 o) ba go 
For the present basis, 
1(6.6) 
R(eo) (1+D11) D12 D13 D14 D15 
D21 D22 D23 (1+D24) D25 
-D 









D51 D52 D53 D54 
(1+D55) 
Q0 
equation 1(6.6) is more usefully written as 






hence the initial vector of amplitudes of states defined relative to a 





) Da (G e) 1,3 
where ba ie determiued by 1(6.9) , and the final vector of amplitudes 











The final transition probabilities can be calculated by substituting 
the results of .1(6.11) in 1(6.5). 
I.? M(251) X(2t3 /I± bt Ç180) + L k8 (fro- electron Model) 
The choice of basis (a molecular basis) which block 
diagonalises the overlap matrix i® 
1 (1/%)607-*8) 'aim o 
162 (1/s/2)41-y 141i- 2 
43 (1/12)02415) Ia Ì i 




- ioo (ionic channel)A 0 S 5 - I-3/211 
46 (1//2)43 -.4) Iwo, 1 
óy (1/12) (*7448) I a - o 
48 (1/,2) (i14498) ( t,} I. 2 
rig (1 / /2) (P2 -i5) IRI. 1 
where aa - (1/f2) (+a (i) *4 , x (2) M (1) ) ( xI 11 22 j101 j22 
31-3/2, j2 -1 
1(7.1) 
and *: (1 //3)(1Xi1,2` 
1 
_11- IXÌ_1X_tìI'1xo1$xo_11) is the wave 

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































To see which functions (if any) represent singlet and which 
represent triplet molecular states, it is convenient to decompose the 
functions $ 
n 
into atomic spin -orbitals by expanding the various 
determinants, making use of 1(5.1) to express the 
11). 
eigen functions 
in terms of the xM M eigen functions. The $n are listed in terms of 
Z S 
atomic orbitals in Table 1 from which it can be seen that only 
S2 
S7 
and $8 (triplet states) and $5 (singlet) are eigen functions of the 
total spin operator. 
The matrices S, S 1 {a /a0 }, S 1 {a /DR} and S 1 {g} are presented 
N N N 
in Appendix III. 
The valence -shell electron configurations of the two atoms were 
taken to be M(ns)1, X(ns)2 (n1p)5 (as in the halogens) to ensure that 
M(2Si) + X(2Pi) lies higher in energy than M(2Si) +' X(2P3/2). 
In this description the diabatic co- 
rrelation diagram is as shown in Figure 1, and it is again assumed 
that the two crossings may be treated separately. 
Pro weding as in § 1.6, the initial vector of amplitudes of 
states defined relative to a rotating axis of quantisation at R = Ro, 
a(t 
o 
) is given by 
. 
-1 a 





N o N N 
(1(6.10) ) 
a o and R(0 ), D(0 ) and Qo are presented 
where b = R(Oo) Q N o N o 
N N 
in Appendix III. 
The final vector of au litud s of states defined relative to space- 
fixed axes at a ay b is given by 1(6.11) , and the final transition 
probabilities is t e atomic basis can he calculated by substituting 
the results of 1(6.11) in 
p(1) s 1I4 + bgl2 
P(2) .1 ¡lb: + 0312 
Iø8 Two-state 4pproximation Coupling via. rialsiltonian on/y 
As was noted in 5 1.1, the ionic-neutral curve-crossing 
situation is usually described in terms of a Landau-Zener or Landau- 
Lener Stueckelberg model. Since it is of interest to compare tee 
present calculations with such models, a brief description of one such 
model is relevant here. 
It is aseumed that an expansion of the wave function in two 
diabetic states i 
I 
(neutral) and 4 
2 
(ionic) provides an adequate 
description of the system. Inherent in the assumption is the idea 
that the basic problem is preserved if the manifold of (closely 
spaced) neutral states is replaced by a single neutral state. In 
addition, either and 0 
2 
are so chosen that, to a 2ood 
approximation, the basis is orthogonal (S 1) and time independent 
(fa/at E o) or it is assumed that the effect of including the non 
orthogonality and time dependence of the basis is negligible. Under 




The equations 1(3.1) can be solved numerically or by approximation. 
The numerical solution will be discussed in 5 1.10. 
Oefinin 




Crossing of two diabatic potential curves. 
R=e R=Rc R 
H22 
H11 
H11 (covalent) and H22 (ionic) are two diabatic potential curves. nl is 
the phase shift associated with motion along H11 from R = co -} Rc, n2 is the 
phase shift associated with motionnlong H22 from R = 00 -> Rc, n' and n'2 
are defined analogously in the region R = Rc ÷ p. 
e cations 1(8.1) may be written 
c1 -(i/11)1112 C2exp L (i/rts.)111'2,2 
2 is 




Subject to certain further approximations (ZEN32) the solutien of 
the se equations is known and is such that the probability, p, of 
remaining in the initial diabetic state is given by 
xt (°-2tr) , m s. .ë:2,, /IA* d (áì11-ìi22) 
R 1. á 1(8.4) 
where 
Rc 
is the internuclear separation at which the neutral and ionic 
diabetic curves cross (see Figure 7). This solution of the equations 
1(8.3) depends on the fact that, whereas in general 
exp [-(11h)! (b22-rt11)dt1 
is a rapidly oscillating function of t (or R), so that changes in 
i 
c1 and l2 are very slight, the time around which R a Rc is a 
reion of stationary phase in which there are significant changes in 
lc11 and 1c21 (depending on the magnitude of H 12 
). 
Consider the system serniclassically and suptose the crossing is 
approached in channel 2. After the crossing, there is amplitude both 
in channel 1 and channel 2. When the crossing is approached for the 
second time; there is both amplitude and phase in channels 1 and 2 and 
the phase difference must be taken into account in calculating the 
amplitudes in the two channels after the second crossing. 
This analysis only applies, of course, when the distance of 
closest approach, p, is less tLan Re. When p is ,rester than mec. no 
transitions are possible accordinñ to this model. 
It is assumed then, that the solution of the equations 1(8.3) 
c.aa de divided inm Lour re;,icans ; 
a. Inward half of the iráiectorR < o 
Define an amplitude vector 
ai(t) 
:(t) ta(t) 
. t m t` = t(icc) 









ii. t tp # t(R p) 
::ï(t ) c> ;, ñ1 A(-00) 
. ,. 
8 








b. Outward half of the traiectory, R > o 
s- 
e 
t s ti s t( ) 
A(t 
1 




B 0 ) A(-°°) 
c . 
iv. t s s 
S s (0. 0 
. .1 . .2 
* 
B 
* p b (1-p)i 
(It doves not denote 
a 












1 ni) - a e - 2 









2i + p(1p) 
2 
+b de 1 2 2 
) 4n +2n1) * -i(n +n +2n 
1 
) * -2i(n+n 
1 
) 
P(1-0 ac*e-i 2 1 +cd e 1 2 2 dd pe 2 2 
The matrix S must be such that the systeu is microscopically reversible 
and prouability is conserved. 





la etc., the conditions for microscopic reversibility 
a e , a e 




a -- ( + m u 
One choice of a, a which satisfies equations 1(2.5), and leads to 
the result derived from a more rigorous analysis due to 
Stueckelber, (:>1ì;i:L, ÁúIE:/,i) is 
* * 
a° t7t n l! = ú = l5 
a - cg Y - k; 1(8.6) 
* 
and S is given by 
-21(n +n1) -21(n +n +0 





= [(l-é,){tp2(ï+n2+.cn1-) _-i(n1+n2+2n+)} 
S22 st 
ps-2i(n2+n2) + (1 p)e-2i(n1 ~ +n) 
in any calculations using the relations 1(6.7) it was assumed that 
o 
as was originally assumed by stueckelberg (a`fi1 3)) although the form 
cd 4 
C kn - y - arg T (i.±) -4n/4 
was derived subsequently (K0T69, ChIb9). 
b«Rc 
aesulta for ion -production probabilities obtained using 1(8.7) 
will be compared in S I.1. with the numerical solution of 1(8.1) and 
with the results of the calculations described in § 1.4, S 1.5, § 1.6 
and i 1.7. 
1.9 Computätional Details 
The complete system of equations to be solved is 
-(í/:) U a - .. t sl1. ® c-,syl a/ao?+.srlaa/ax} 
r OF 
R + v(1-r'(R)/1.--b /i ") , ve/:: 2E/p) 1(9.1) 
It is convenient to define a system of diTeensi_onless variables. 
o 
In what follows, lengths are reduced by ao (ao o.6292A), energies 
are reduced by 2 x Ry (Ry 13.6054 eV ), masses are reduced by the 
electron rest mass, me (ne 9.10908 x 10- 31kL) and time is reduced 
by the quantity 
T ' ìi /2R.y 2.419 x 10-17 sec. 
It is also desirable, from the point of view of computation, 
to cast the coupled equations 1( .1) into a form which is entirely 
real. This is achieved by makkiuE, the replacement 
figure 8 4S 
Co- ordinate system for evaluation of overlap matrix element 
9&. = 5?Y - 
ik a {:t-h ia 
The system of equation which results is 
dra/c3t 
* * 
p Rß/dt =-11 p ° W í% 
. . 
2 
= + v*(1-'*(R*)/1*--b* * / : ) y 
* * *z 
dn/;:at = v ''' /11 
and if _ (2i:*/u 
1(9.2) 
1(9.3) 
where * denotes reùuced variables. Henceforth the .t notation will 
be dropped and it is understood that reduced variables are used. 
Functional fit to overlap matrix element 
In ali the models used the basis functions are composed of 
ß.4s and 15p nave functions, and the only non-zero contribution to an 
off-- diagouxl element of the overlap matriA is 
Son< 
S Js i:irst computed as 
5 * lti(r) Yoc,(96) RI S1 
Aare vle co- ordinate system is displayed in Figure 8, 
Yo©oKs96K) ° 1/24, Y10(6141) (3/2s6r) cos6l 
) dv 
4 
Overlap Matrix Element as a function of Internuclear Separation R /a.u. 
o15 - 
o 2. 4 6 8 ro iz 
The full curve reresent5 the function S (equation 1(9.4) ) as a function of 
R /a.u., the points o are for Sf as a function of R (equation I(9.5) ). 
TABLE 2 
i)arapieters for Functional Fit 
. _ 
to Overlap Matrix Elementa. 
A el -0.9085960902711 
E .= 4.596521439883 







and R51, Uartree-- Pock -Slater wave functions (bER63) were 
used. The integration was zerforaad over the spherical polar co- 
ordinates of the K atom as centre 
S = -(3/t)/(rk) ;:51(rí) cose rKdrRdx 1(9.4) 
where rl . (r? +R2 - 2rF.x) ; = cose_ and cos91 (ri,:-2)/r. 
1(9.4) was evaluated numerically as a function of R by 
scanning a close mesh of rk ano x. The resulting, function Sf(z) was 
then fitted by the functional form 
S 
f 
(R) ` 2exp(aR) ìAcosBR -- BsinBR) +CexP(;11) 10.5) 
A, B, C, a, 6 and are listed in Table 2 and S(ìß) and Sf(R) are 
displayed in Figure 9. 
Functional fit to the matrix elements of Cie ar?íltonian 
As far as possible, fur the purpose of comparison between 
the various models, correspondisz., matrix elements were assigned the 
same functional form. 
a. M + X(1 d S ) t 
+(1 key + X(2g ) one electron model 








(4)( ras#) IHiy(m`$0> 
. was required to reproeu.ce the experimental values for ionic 
the depth and position of the minimum in the energy of the ground 
electronic state of >I, and the parameters inx 
Ecov were 
chosen so 
that the position. of the ionic /covalent curve crossin" is reproduced. 
A siniplifiedhittner Potential (RIT51) was used to fit the data 
for E. 
ionic 
E. e exp( L/p) ` 1/R + E(".) I(9.6) ionic o 
where, for speed of computation, charge-quadrupole, dispersion and 
other higher order interaction effects were ignored. 
coy 




for which the location of the minimise , R ?; 
ov 
is given by 
P. v a/(a.5)1/6 
1(9.7) 
I(9.8) 
To ensure that the minimum in the neutral and ionic curves were 
located at approximately the same internuclear separation, a was 
taken equal to 
Riionic, the position of the minimum en t ionic 
was causen so that E ( %C) °0f `îonic(Rc) s where iC is the crossing coy 
distance. The value of R 
e 
used was 22.67 a.u. (12.0X) which compares 
favourably with the value used by Grice and kiershbach (GRI74) , 11.32. 
TABLE 3 
Parameters for Functional Fit 
to Hamiltonian Matrix Elemeuta 
a. 
ioni 
Voexp(-114) - 1/R + E(a) 
V 
o 




6.10 a.u. , De 0.10 A.U. (true De 0.1229 A.U. 
E(s0) ss 0.0441 A.U. 





- 7.353137 x 10 
-3 
A.U. 
a 0 o.10 a.u. 
R 
e 
ss 22.67 a.u. 
-1 
X 0.419859 a.u. 
rfatc) = 2 x 10-3aV 
cannot be fitted) 
2 
The element sa was represented by. 
g exn(--a}t) 1(9.9) 
were A was chosen so that Rí( R ) = 2.0 :. ïv -3e V (.A value of 
2.7 x 10-3eV was obtained fror a semi-elapirical relation (01.571) 





o e e " ionic e )). s a. I and J1 
are lá. ste.d in Tabla 3. 




° <Ii(X r2p3/2+3/2)3/2+3/2 )> 
= <ä(X 
3/2+})> ° Lionic 
H 
55 
.. Cf ° <+Y(f2si)iHp(M251)> `° co, E 
25 ° &36 
d Ft5? ° <ip(X `°723/4)1L141(2 u )> = }i 
1(9.10) 
The difference between the energy of an atom, Á(j ,v) , in an 
electric field E, ° ezL' and the same atom in a zero field is given 
by 
tls`0 01) ' ' 




Substitutin 1(9.11) into 1(9.10) and introducing dimensionless 
variables yields the result 
(3/2bi) 
- (3/2,3/2) * 
_.(1/2R4)R2.(3/2,1)-rezÑ(3/2,3/2) 
For a system. with axial symetry 
a * a + 2Aa./3, a * (a+ayy+uzz)/3. ^:a xz$"a a-' x 
Assuming Cut 
ax4(3/2,3/.') ° aX(3ft,x) u a(x)9 
Aa (3/2,3/2) Q -ArtX (3/2,}) 1(9.13) 
that this ís the sole source of sAittinp betl.,een 
1] 1 
and .ïß,2, and 
substituting the value of the polarísability of the normal I (-S 
o 
) 









- 1 N 
C. 11(-) ) X( 
2 
S )4A (1 S) +X( j 
-o- -.0 
- - - 11 22 A 
F-44 
two electron model 
xi 
55 loal h° c 
= H = = 
45 54 
in the notation ai § 1.6. 
S, ad S 
3 




a state (see ti 1.n). h 
11 
was theretore aos4ned the or 





X ( tuo electron model 
1 H1 
1 h11-1,i1;1 - 
H22 ° A33 ' 11és8 h99 (D[<13/2vz1 IL'113/2,iI>+ 
<I-3/2 ,-1 11 1:11..,3/2 ..i 1>1 





'S1 ° /2<1 1 j" I 1 YII';,ßo> -('/3)<;:ö(1)S':(2) IhIpp(1)S-_(2)> 
in the notation of § 1.7 = 42I1. 
Using t:.e eapanded form of and 
ï.' 
(I 1.6); it is readily seen that 
,iven in Table 1 
ià11 (1/3) .<p1(1)SA2) IhIp1(1)S'(2)> + 2<rp(1)S(2)ill 
pó(1)S:1(2)> + 2<p(;(1)62) I ìI:;F`(1)pö(2)>} 




' 2iI=x() H44 = (1/3)'<?1 2)>+ 2<pñ (1)S' (2)1111 
13(1).i(2)>_ 2<px(1)y.(z)Ii:IS'I(1)nó(2)>} 




The Forms used for the 
Hamiltonian lqatrix 'Elements 
2, 1 
d. M( ) X( 
2 





F lc H ow (3/4Yi 
-22 33 88 99 cov 
= 







The Form used for the _ . 
Hamiltonian Matrix Liements 
a. h M( 
2 
S ) +X( S0.14-(1 S) + x - 2 1 .+ 
K U 
11 22 ionic 
b. 






















H u me L. 
22 33 ionic 
H_ H as. 
66 coy 
U 112H -H 
25 36 52 63 
+ - 1 
c. 21(2 ) + x( 
2 m(s)+X(b) Si 













as functions of R ]onc 5>s 
The exponential curve represents H and the curve with 
the deep minimum represents E. 
ionic 
S5 
It vas assumed that 
(1/3) ! <p'(1)Si''(2) IF2(1).i.(2)> + z<'(1)S`A(2) ¡I=nK(1)S(2)>} 1 0 
° <p 1(1)s(?) II p(1)S`(2)> 
and that (jIozcOv 





The various .,iatïix elen:ent., 89 functions of. F. are diwrlaTed ir, Figure 
1C, ani: tae iunctiQnal forms of all the matrix elements are summarised 
in Table 4. 
So 1vin& the Çoup led _c uations 
The coupled equations 1(9.1) Caere solves (for each of the 
models described) by deans of hammings modified predictor-corrector 
method (1AL60) . It is a fourth order method using four preceding 
r?oiuts for computation of a new vector of the dependent variables. 
The fourth order Runge-Kutta method suggested by Ralston was used for 
adjustment of the initial increment in the ind.e .endent variable (tíce) 
and for computation of starting values. The increment was adjusted 
during the whole computation by halving or doubling. The program 
allowed u? to ten. )ísections ci the initial increment, but the 
increment never exceeded its initia value. Accordingly tait initial 
increment had to be selected quite carefully. 
Care also had to be exercised in the evaluation of n and :^c in 
the neiVziixourhood of tqe turning points of the ;;otion$ , where p 
is defined by the :Lero of _t and is the rout of tue equation 
1-V(R)11; - b2/a2 m o 
Given trie foria of V(.) 
, 
this equation can be solved iteratively for 
p. VWài) was assi tu d tate form 
40,_,,)12 




:11.10 .a . tS . 
The repulsive contribution to the ionic (diabetic) potential 
at It a Re is __}. s e.v it tcaerefore seemed reasonable to choose 
To select a value for ?30, the value of R at which the 
computation was started, the si.r_t;lest model of all was considered, 
namely that in which the expansion basis consists of two ciabatic 
states 01 and , and coud ?lin_; is due to the I v iltonir_n only. The 
system of equations to be solved for sued a mode/ is 1;iven by I(8.1), 
subject to the boundary conditions a,(o) = 1. Initially Ro was taken 
to be 25.0 a.u. (R 
c 




a2 of startint the cozaputation not at R = R 
o 
, but at k = R 
o 
(ki > R). In the region 
the system of equations I(8.1) can be approl:imated hy 
4. 112- 
Consider tine solution of equation , a. 





t R v 
o o 
2 2 ; 
.,L2hstitutin¡; y = (2E/IA) (1-h /R )- (the trajectory is approximate/y 
rectilinear in tLis region) and a12 = exp(--AR) 
ICRI 







the integral in I(.I7) was nvaluated approxiNately by binolaially 
2 
expanding (1-b /R-) 2 and makir use of the tabulated function 
h (x) = f (e /t)dt 
no 0.00 g ..n., 0.gz: .1 4fl o 0" 
OT I"? 047 C.- 
c...01 X 09 SC 
C- 





The results for different valus oz o 
o 
are displayed in Table 
S. It is riot desirable to allow R 
o 
to DU too laroe, since taea the 
computatioa i3 very time consuming if a high accuracy is to be 
maintained. It ono tnereiore decided, by way of a compromise, to 
take it 
c 
sm 30.0 a.u. for all the calculations. The result of this 
choice for the above oodel 15 that lor L = 100.0 eV and b 10.0 
a.u., microscopic reversibility is satisfied to 2 ports in 10 
5 
and 
probability is conserved to oetter tbau 4 parts in 10 
5 
. 
as a final check ou tits program, the damiltoniaa aoupliuo wag 
'switcoad off' for cacti of the models by setting all the demiltonian 
matrix elements equal to zero. This correspond to two atoms 
colliding in tna absence of any interaction (for a straight line 
trajectory): The expected outooloe of such a collision is uerely to 
leave toe quantub states of the collision oartners, defined 
relative to a space-fixed co-ordinate system, unchanged. For E is, 100.o 
eV b gm 10.0 e.u., all 'transition amplitudes (for all models) 
were found to be less than 1O 
=6 
. 
I.10 RESULTS and DISCUSSION 
A. 
Part I Ionisation 
(iSo) ß +(iSo) + x ~(25 #) 
The basis used (see § 1.4) was 
*1 - (j-is I) 
* 2 ' *X(i-i m-'_1) 
41140'1210"i) 
*4 ' 
The average ionisation probability which would be measured in an 
experiment in which the A atoms were not state selected, is given by 
Pion(XiSo -s X-2s1) - #(p31 + p41 + P32 + p42) 
The probabilities of emerging in the ionic channel with j 
and with j m -}, are respectively given by 
Pion(X iSo - X 2S}) - }(p31 + p41) 
Piou(XlSo 
+ g2S# ) - it 
(r 32 + p42) 
and the expectation that these two probabilities are equal was 
confirmed by computation. 
1(10.3) 






+(1So) + x.(2P3/2) 
*1 - *X 01=3/2, ;0-3/2) 
*2 - 43-3/2y awl) 
*3 *d(.10,3/2, mp-1) 
*4 
* (-3/2, 
* 5 "(3-i7 m-i) 
*6 
- (i-i, w---1) 
¡(10.4) 
For this system the average ionisation probability P. 












+ X 2P3/2) + 












where Pi n(X1So X- 2P3/2) denotes the probability of emerging in tine 
ionic channel with j - 3/2- mj - m. Specifically, 
P3 
/`(X1S 1X2P 
} - $tp + )7 P`:3 /2(xls } XY2P ) ion a 3/5161 Pion o 3/2 
- }(P54 + p 64) I(10.6) 
(I. (10.6) contd/-...) 
P (ñ1S -} "i-2F ) (p P ) ; 1 
..2 
. 








and the expectation that P".' (X1S X "22 
3/2 
) m P -m (X1S X -2P 
LOU o ion o 3/2) 
1(10.7) 
(m m }, 3/2) was again confirmed. 
At this point, it is instructive to consider the description 
of the systems 
a. ìß(2S) + X(1 So) 4- A (l So) + X (2Si) 
1(10.8) 




A +(15o) + $(23/2) 
in terms of the Landau -Zener approximation. 
In the basis used to describe the system 1(10.8) (a), the only 
non-zero matrix elements of the Hamiltonian are 
R11 m h22' h33 m h44' f'13 m h31 m h24 m n42 
If the Hamiltonian is the only source of coupling, then, the states 1 
and 3 are coupled in identical fashion to the coupling between 2 and 4, 
but there is no coupling between 1 and 2 or 1 and 4 or between 3 and 2 









































































































P (x n 4- X S ) n 
ion o LZ 
1(10.10) 
Similarly. for the system 11(10.8) (b), states 2 and 5 are 
coupled in the sana way as 3 and 6 are counled but no coupling exists 
between the two sets. 
and 
P 25 no '12 
P. (X1S .0. X 2r ) 0 
-ion o 3/2 '12 
(p in 1(10.11) and 1(10.9) are the sae since correspondirn,; 
hamiltonian matrix elements in the two systems were assined 
identical functional forms). P 
ion 
for the two systems (obtained )y 
numerical solution of tile relevant coupled equations) and n are 
displayed as functions of impact parameter (1, 50 eV ) in Figure 11 
which shows several interestim,-; features. 
i. The high frequency structure in the two functions 
1 9 
'ion 4. 
`Si) and P0Q( -+ ;',r3/2) altnough quite 
different in amplitude in the two cases, is in each case 
nearly perfectly centred on p in the re3ion b 2 He 
where the Landau -Zeuer approximation is known to break down. 
In the simple semi-classical analysis of § 1.6, this nigh 
frequency structure is nun to the difference in the phases of 
tne two terms contributing to tLe transition (ionic) 
,mplitude. A very good estimate of a. the total 
Lon 
cross section for ionisation measured 
in an experiment in which the M atoms are not state -selected 
(for either 1(10.8) (a) or (0) ) is given by 
o a (1s + c-as ) a a, (Cls + f21, ) fan ion o Lou o 3/2 LZ 
where I(10.13) 
aLZ = 2nlo 2p(1-p)b db, 
p exp (-2w , ) , íH12 /v dRi hll 
_ 
22 )R (atomic units) . 
If the velocity is assumed to be well approximated at Re by 
V a (2L/u)i 1-b2/R2 
(straight line trajectory an excellent approximation in the 
present case where R 
e 
is large (22.67 a.u.) and E is high (50 
eV ) ), then it can be shown that 
2 a/Rc 2 ß/Rc 2 m _z 
°12 




in units of a2, where 
o 
a s RCç, ß s 2a, zcl - aRe, ze2 ° 2zc1 
and t f 2,ß/ (2ks /u) ] i 424 0111 h ih
- 
22l }Rc 













































































































































ah2 u 3.77 
2 




ii. The oscillations in Pion 
(X1So 
+ 
X12P3/2) do not range from 
zero to twice pL2 as do those in i3i011(X1S0 + X In 
addition, the amplitude of the oscillations in 
Pion(X1S0 
+ 
X- 2P3/2) appears to be smallest at b _ 15.5 a.u. The reason for 












P 0 (X1So 
+ X- 
9P3/2) 
are displayed as 
functions of impact parameter, b (E - 50 eV ) in Figure 12 
from which it can be seen that Pí /2(X1So + ß`- 2133/2) decreases 
as b decreases and increases to nearly three times Pion(X1So 
+ 
2 
X P3/2) at the outermost maximum in the two functions (b u 22 
a.u.). This, together with the fact that the oscillations in 







-+ X- 2133/2) in the range 14 t b g 18 e.u., accounts 
for t modulation in the amplitude of the oscillations in 
i 
i. (X 
So + Xr 
3/2). ion 
To account for these observations, consider the following 
model; 
At Rc on the inward half trajectory 
3 - Oc - sin-l(zu/Rc) (See Figure 5) 
and at R 
e 
on the outward half trajectory 
Suppose that 
o-ol -w 
i. there are no transitions between. states defined 
relative to space -fixed axes for R > Rcs and that 
ii. for R < R. 
c 
transitions between states defined 
relative to rotating axes are possible only if 
the states are connected by the Hamiltonian 
(coriolis coupling neglected). 
It follows from i. that a(t 
c 
), the vector of amplitudes of states 
defined relaive to a rotating quantisation axis at 
`c 
on the inward 
half of the trajectory, is given, neglecting phase factors, by 
a(t) D1(©c) o 
(c.p. eg'n. 1(4.9) ) 
where D(0) is given by equation 1(5.6). 
It follows from ii. that a(t 
1 
c 
), the vector of amplitudes of 
states defined relative to a rotating quantisntiou axis at Re on tne 
outward half of the trajectory, is given by 
a(t ) = S D 
-1 
(0 ) b 
c 








= a. Finally, bf, tae vector of amplitudes of 
5 
states defined relative to space fixed axes at ß = = on the outward 
half trajectory, is given (neglecting pease factors) by 
Now 
and 
f 1 1 
b = ) S D 
-1 
(0 )1 b = T.b .c.. c .0. .0 1(1u.1.5) 











FI ) = HT 25! + 1T2612} 
i o '3/2 - 
The appropriate elements of the T matrix can be evaluated 
from 1(10.15) with the result that 
and 












P (X'S +x 2P319) (1/8)(1+3cos 2 0 1 )IsI 2 = (1/8)L4-36111 
2 
ion o 




S .4- X 
-2 





-2 p3/2) ilaI2 
ion o 3/2 ion 0 
These approximations for the two ionisation probabilities, 




are displayed in Figure 12. This yodel reproduces the following 
features of the observed behaviour of the two functions 
3/2 1 






3/2) 3 P ion (``IS© 4 X`P3/2) as b 
- 
It does not account for the difference in the phase and amplitude of 
the high fregancy oscillations in the two cases. 
C. , ) + X(2s) F P2+(lSo) + X (l,`-:o) 
The oasis used was a molecular basis (§ 1.6) derived from 
linear combinations of the atomic basis functions 
* I* (3-im -W * x<-.m-)! 
0 
. y X¡¡ °iaFa')I M 
0 3 - I 0M(A . ~~2) *X0'2011°1)1 
v4 - I*(j-i,m--/), (j-i 
5 *ionic 
1(10.17) 
where ! ! denotes the usual deterzinant. For this system, the 
average ionisation probability, 15i.n(X2Si ÷ X30) is given by 
pion(x2s1 ... (1)(p1541,25-40354v45) 
and the expectation that 
T`)15 m P45 
and 
was confirmed by computation. 
P25 m P35 
I(10.18) 
The above basis is not amenable to an analysis using the 
Landau-X.ener approxLJation because Fin is non-zero as well as h25 and 
H 
35* 





III n *4 
°IV m (1//2)($2 - *3) 
9517 m *3 
1(10.19) 
in which <0IvILI0v) is the only non-zero offdiagonal matrix element 
of the Hamiltonian. 
p(IV -D. V) ... p(V + IV) Piz 
where pu is given by 1(10.13) except that 812 is now I/2 times the 





































































































To convert p(IV - V) into a transition probability in the 




aT_?Ii + III 
+ 
gIV v' IV aV 
Suppose the system is prepared initially in state *5 or iv 
ie ay(o) a 1. After 'collision' only a1 and can be non -zero. 
Hence p2, the probability of finding the system after the collision 
in the state described by *2, is given by 
p2 
. ilaIV 
(.VGta bases are oX't[16änClrllAFa1 at :Q . * cc.) 
Similarly 
P 3 # liaIVE2 
(See I(10.19) ). 








925 " p52 ` p53 " p35 ° PLZ 
ion(X 
S - X 1S0) - ¡ PLZ 
I(10.20) 
I(10.21) 
pion(x2'( -r _ -1SFJ) and pion (X St 
-. 
_,.. 
o) erre di Llayed as functions of 








(Figure 11) should be noted. 
The oscillations are of the saure frequency in each case, and corresp- 
ondis$ maxima and minima are located at identical b values. When the 
Landau-Zoner cross section oL (X'S, ; 
X1s 
o) (Equation 1(10.14) ) was 
evaluated for the present case, it was found that 
z 
°ríon(XS 1 o in 1.66 2? 
which is very close to half the value for the process 
M(2S#) + X(1S0) M+(1S0 ) + X-(2 S.) (3.7722) 
It would appear then, that so far as ion production from unelected 
collision partners is concerned, the process 
P4(2s,) + X(1%) +ì:+{1So) + Xp1(2ál) 
and X {S) -a M *iSo) + X -(1S0) 
are virtually identical after account is taken of the different 
multiplicities of initial (neutral) states. 
D. M(2S0 + %(2173/2) + M+(1S0) + X^(1S0) 
The basis used was a molecular basis (3 1.7) derived from 
linear combinations of the atomic basis functions 
40 1 * I40 
x 
(J*3/2 m..3/2), °"(JR w91)I 
* 2 I* (j'3/2, aa*3/2), *-(Ag m'a i)1 
* 3 ' I* 
x 




. I(33/, _) -01 
411 1141(J"3/:, 
m®-_3/2) 










(J=3/2, armi), 4o2(ksia 
1 
t=i 




denotes the usual determinant. 




Pi0n0(21-312 + c1so), is 
(t){P3%2(-2p3/2 + o) + F2(x2P3/2 + 




`3/2( 2P 3/2 i 








` (i)(P39 + P79) 




(1) (1389 + P49) 
(i) (p59 + P69) 
are the probabilities of ionisation starting from the 4 substates of 
the X atom, as would be measured by an experiment in which the x atom 
was state-selected. Computation confirmed the expectation that 
P non(X2P3/2 - X 1SiS) a Pn(X2P3/2 - X 
lso) 
m a 3/2, 1(10.24) 
In order to make use of the Landau-Zener approximation;, it is again 
necessary to define a molecular basis (see i 1.7). Proceeding as 
before it is found that 
P79 P89 PLZ 
where, as before, 
pLZ 
is given by 1(10.13) except that Al, is now 
-/2 times the value used in 1(10.8) (a) and (b). (See Table 4 and 









































































































































) are displayed as functions 
of impact parameter, b, in Figure 14. The close similarity of the 
functions 
Pion(X 




P3/2) should be 
noted. The oscillations are of the same frequency in each case, 
corresponding extrema are located at identical c values, and even the 
modulation in the amplitude of the oscillations is very similar. When 
the Landau -Zeser cross section was evaluated for the present case, it 
was found that 
2 
°Lan(X2P3¡2 
- X 1So) . o.9351 
which is very close to one quarter of the value for the process 
. + X(1So) 
+ N (1So) + ì(2P3/2) 
It would again appear then, that so far as ion production from 
unselected collision partners is concerned, the two processes are 
virtually identical after account is taken of the different 
multiplicities of initial (neutral) states. 
The damping of the oscillations in Pion(X2P3 
4. X 
130) 
for b ` 
15.5 a.u. can be accounted for by noting that 
X'. (XP - X1S ) 
12 
()iPion(X2P 4. Xr1S ) + Pion(X2P -, 









































































































3/2( 3/2 0) (X 
P3 /2 - X So) are displayed as 
functions of impact parameter (E . 50 eV ) in Figure 15 where it can 
be seen that Pion l 
1/2(X 
P3/2 -+ k So) decreases as b decreases and increases 
to nearly three times P }an(X2P3/2 l50) at the outermost maximum 
in the two functions (b tt 22 a.u.) . 'ibis, together with the fact that 
the oscillations in the two functions appear to be 
- 
900 out of phase 
in the region 14 $ b $ lb a.u., accounts for the r:_odulation in the 
amplitude of the oscillations in Pion(X2P3 /2 
-r 
X -1S0). 
An analysis similar to that used to account for the behaviour 
3/2 
of 
Pion(XlSo ; X~2p3 /2) may be used again here. 
At Re on the inward half trajectory, 
9 s oc e sin i(b /Rc) 
and there are again two limiting cases of interest: 
Suppo 
a. b o, 8c a a 
b. b Rc;. ©c7t/2 
e it is assumed that 
i. there are no transitions between states defined relative 
to space fixed axes for R > Rc, and that 
ii. for R < a 
c 
transitions are possible only between states 
(defined relative to rotating axes) which are connected 
by t cue kami ltonian. 
701.1r.:45 




Olarq 1'.4;17! rtiv 4t;e4; 
r 
o) 4c J»,! CT-I1. T(!o. fAin 
vgito hi,0,2TTTO., .!oriT1,Jp-orY 
OUTk 4rPfl 
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- ' . . 










57(47:') Z? ) 
AL Ozlv 
T(T,"'Wl!) 
71..1 î TO 
o 
i. 14T:r1Grt r.47,TIITTAm ro 1%,7),v7m' qv 7 = 
Aq.ccryi. 0.17. iTtf 
Similarly, by considering the magnitudes of al(to) when the system is 
initially prepared in atomic states 1 8, it can be shown that 
P3/2(X2P3/2 
4 X 1So) = 3 P 
ion (y2P3/2 
; o 
at b ® R 
c 
It is of interest to estimate the relative magnitudes of the cross, 
sections for ionisation from the states M(j a m = 11) X(jm3 /2, m 
ion 
3/2), a3/2(X 
2 4 X41So) and M(j= . ix4) X(j a 3/2; m a I) 
a on(XZP3 4 X -1So), since these cross sections would be measured in 
a scattering experiment in which the X atom is substate selected but 




X 1So) s i`03/2(XiP3/2 
X..1So) 
and 1(10.25) suggests that 
so that 
aon(2P3JL - X1So) } 
oion(X4p3/2 
4 X~1So) 2 (0012 
ion 2 -1 ion 2 







Because of the strongly oscillatory behaviour of Pm (X P3/2 4 
-1 
X So) (as a function of b), the cross sections are rather difficult 
to evaluate. However they were evaluated approximately as follows. 
It is convenient to define 
b 




ion so that o3 /2(X P3/2 - X o ® S3/2 4. + 17.2) + 83/2(17.2 + 24.0) 
and 
oon(X2P3/2 + o Si 
on 
(o + 16.9) + Ston(16.9 + 24.0) 
S3/2(17.2 -+ 24.0) and Son (16.9 + 24.0) were evaluated by 
integrating separately over each of the last five maxima in the 
functions P n(X2P3 + X -1So). A 32 -point Gaussian t aarature was 
used for to integrations, the values of the functions at the required 
points being obtained by 6-point interpolation. In addition~ it was 
assumed that 
4°A1(o + 17.2) u S372(17.2 + 24.t3)- S371(18.0 + 24.0) 
2 
. 0.04 R. 
which will almost certainly result in 03/2(X 
2 
P3/2 + X ~1So) being 
underestimated. 
Finally, making use of 1(10.29), it was found that 
ion 2 
p 
í + -1S ) /oion(X2 , ,+ x-`18) > 0.87 
o3 /2(x 3/2 0 3/2 0 
In addition it is expected that the ratio 
aion(X'So + X- 2F3/2)/ 
oion(X1So 
+ 
X- 2P3/2) will 
have approximately the same value, where 
a 
ón(X1So 









































































+ Xw2P3 /2) (eq'n 1(10.6) ). 
An indication of the dependence of the average cross section 
for ionisation on Energy and Ií12 for the various systems, can be 
obtained from the dependence of aDZ on these parameters. 
OE LZ (H12 
appropriate to a two-electron molecular basis) is displayed as a 
function of E (E a 10-80 eV ) and hi2(Rc) (a1/(Re) a 111= I , 3W, 
H as 2.0x 16.3 eV ) in figure 16 where it can be seen that the chosen 
parameterisation of a11, 
1112 and 
II22 is such that the high energy 
'tail' of the e() function is being, used. 
E. Different Values of Enesrgy and H12(R) 
The basic fact that has emerged from 4 I.10(A) (D) is that 
for the energy (50 eV ) and value of H12(c) (H e 2 x 10 -3 eV ) 
considered, the Landau -Zener approximation compares very favourably 
with a compleanumerical solution including Coriolis coupling in the 
range of impact parameters considered. 
The reasons for this are 
i. the Landau -Zoner adiabatic transition probabilities, p, 
are el (p(b e 14 a.u.) s 0.997) and 
ii. the Massey parameter for Coriolis coupling, A, is «1 
AVT 0 ton in atomic units. h 
T '1/v and states 1 and 3 (see eq'n 1(7.1) ) are connected by 
Coriolis coupling, so that 
Ave 
Mence 





(See Table 4) 
? 
(2E/u) ` (1- (b/R)._._.U/E) 
For b s 18 a.u. and L e 50 eV a varies from 'S x 10 -3 at R e 18.5 a.u. 
to '3 x 10 -4 at R e 24.5 a.u. Clearly for the impact parameters considered 
the Massey parameter for coriolis coupling is very small for all but a 
very short part of the trajectory near the turning point. 
It is therefore interesting to examine the situation when the 
parameters are so chosen that p ' 0.5 and the Massey parameter is some- 
what langer. This can be achieved by increasing f12(Rc) and decreasing 
L. If however ;, d12(l.c) is increased too much or E is decreased too 
much, the distance at which computation is started may have to be made 
very large (see 4 1.9 equations 1(9.16) and 1(9.17) ). 
For this reason the compromise values 
E e 2.0 eV and X22 (Rc) e 5 x original value 
were chosen and computation was started at 40 a.u. For these parameters 
PLZ (b 
14 a. u. ) e 0.5 
and for b e 18 a.u. X varies from '2.5 x 10 -2 at R e 18.5 a.u. to 
'1.5 x 10 
-3 
at R e 24.5 a.u. Coriolis coupling_, though still weak, is 
somewhat stronger than previously. 
Of course E e 2.O eV is rather close to the threshold for 


























































































































































trajectory, the actual numerical values cannot 





-1Sa) , i 
4' X -1so) and the numerical 
solution of the 2- -state problem are displayed as functions of impact 
parameter for the new values of E and /I 
12(Rc) 
in Figure 17. 
It an be seen that although the 2 -state oscillating solution is 
no longer perfectly centred on the Landau- -2ener approximation even for 
b Rc, the displacement is within a factor of two and becomes much 
smaller as b decreases. In view of the rather strong coupling which 
now exists between the two states, this result is noteworthy. 
It can aim be seen that the numerical 2 -state solution is still 
rather a good approximation to the numerical solution of the 9-state 
system including coriolis coupling, the periodicity of the oscillations 
being identical in the two cases. The fact that there is only slight 
distortion of the 2-state solution is probably due to the fact that 
coriolis coupling is still rather weak as already noted. 
SUMMARY 
i. The Landau- -lener approximation, carefully applied, 
accura sly estimates substate- averaged ionisation probabilities 
when PLZ = 1 and is still accurate within a factor of two when 
PLZ 
a 0.5 provided the Massey parameter, A, for coriolis 
-2 . coupling is < 10 for most of the trajectory. 
ii. High frequency structure in the ionisation probabilities is 
well accounted for in terms of Stueekelberg oscillations. 
iii. A more detailed analysis of the ionisation process may be given 
in terms of a simple model which assumes that 
A. there are no transitions between states defined relative to 
space-fixed axes for R > Rc (free rotation) 
e. for R < 
e 
transitions between states defined relative to 
rotating axes are possible only if the states are connected by 
the damiltonian (coriolos coupling neglected). 
This model reproduces the numerical results rather well when the pu - 1 
and X is e 5 x 10 
-3 
over nearly all of the trajectory. 
iv. The processes 
and 










s ) + (iso) 
+ 
2, 1 + 1. 
X( S + ) + M ( e ) ei 
o o 
+ , 





are virtually identical so far as ion production from unselected 
collision partners is concerned, after account has been taken of the 
different multiplicities, w, of neutral states: 
X2 'd.0. o
ion 
(E = 50 eV ) 





+ So)/di (X P3/2 4- X So) 0.87 
(E ... 50 eV ) (See 1(10.23) ). 
vi. At least for KI, the crossing of the ionic potential 
with the manifold of potentials arising from 
M(251) + X*(2P1) 
does not significantly affect the ionisation probabilities 
predicted when these crossings are ignored, provided 
A << 1. 
I.11 Results and Discussion 
Part II Spin-flip in the M atom 
(A) M(2S2) + X(1S0) M+(1So) + X (2S2) 
Psf (A) = p34 = p43 [see 
I(10.1)] 
(B) M(2S1) + X(1S0) F M+(1S0) 
+ X (2P3/2) 
Psf(B) = P56 = p65 
[see I(10.4) 
In the simplest possible model in which coupling is due only to the 
Hamiltonian and only first order transitions are considered, 
Ps f(A) = Ps f(B) = 0 
But if the same model is used here as was used in §I.10 [equation 
I(10.15)] , it is predicted that 
Psf(A) = Psf(B) .,, sin2(X + 20c)(1 - Ì LZ) 
At b = 14.0 a.u. the value of this function is approximately 0.94. 
Spin -flip is made possible by the presence of Coriolis coupling. 
However, on solving the appropriate coupled equations numerically 
for the range of impact parameters 
14.0 4 b : 24.0 a.u. 
it was found that 
Psf (A) 
< 1.0 x 10 
-13 


























































(In this calculation the overlap matrix elements used were those 
appropriate to the KI system.) It may be that the model represented 
by equation 1(11.3) is not appropriate to spin -flip transitions 
because Coriolis coupling is important in these processes in the 
region R < Rc, even though A is small. 
Psf(B) is displayed as a function of impact parameter in figure 
18. The positions of the extrema in 
P. (X1So 
-; X 2P3/2) are 
also shown in figure 18 and it is clear that the oscillations in 
Psf(B) and in Pion2 (X1So - X 2P3/2) are of the same frequency and 
corresponding extrema are located at identical b values (at least 
for 14 4 b 4 19 a.u.). In semiclassical terms, this and the fact 
that Psf(B) quickly 0 for R > Rc, suggests that the spin is 
flipped at R R 
c 
so that amplitude in the state with spin opposite 
to the original has two components - one due to motion along the 
neutral curve from R 
c 
to the distance of closest approach and the 
other due to motion along the ionic curve. 
However, since Psf(B) < 10 
-2 
Pion(X1So X 2P3/2) the experi- 
mentalist would most readily obtain information about the curve 
crossing by measuring the ion production cross section. 
(C) M(2Si) + X(2S1 ) t M+(1S0) + X (1So) 
2 2 
Psf(c) = 2(p13 + p14 + p23 + p24) 
[see I(10.17)] 




< 1.25 x 10-18 
p14 < 
1.1 X 10-23 
and p23 < 0.132 (at b = 14 a.u.) 
Thus the spin- exchange process in this system appears to be 
completely dominated by the two -electron process 
M(J=2,m=2)+X(J=2,m=-2) M(J=2, m=-2) +X(J=2, m=2) 
The only non -vanishing matrix elements of the Hamiltonian in the 
atomic basis are 
and 
VM(J = 2,m= 2), VX(J = 1,111=-1)1 
I M(J=2,m=-±2), 1VX(3 =2=+2) 
H 
H 
(J = 2,m=-2) VX(J = 2,m= 2) 
ionic > 
Hence spin -flip may occur by two mechanisms, one involving an 
ionic intermediate and the other involving simultaneous inversion of 
the spin in M and X i.e. in the atomic description spin -flip may 
proceed via the transitions 2 -> 5 -} 3 and 2 -} 3. Neither of these 
two mechanisms is available in systems (A) or (B). It is for this 
reason that Psf(C) >> 
Psf(A), Psf(B). 
In trying to assess the importance of the ionic intermediate 
mechanism consider the following argument. A simple semiclassical 




is the probability of the transition 5 -} 3 at a single 
traverse of the curve crossing (in an atomic description), and 
figure 20 
Psf(c) 
as a function of impact parameter, b. 
O z.o 220 1-3.a 
í.l 





































































b = 14 a.u., 
b = 16a.u., 
p23(b = 16) 
p(2 .+5 -> 3) = 
p(2 > 5 -} 3) = 











(pl < 1) 
Since 
P 
increases with increasing b and p23 (computed) decreases 
with increasing b, it appears that for b < 14 a.u. the simultaneous 
double spin exchange mechanism dominates, but that the ionic intermediate 
mechanism may become relatively more important as b -} R 
c 
. These 
remarks only apply, of course to the parameters used in the various 
computations - values of Hamiltonian matrix elements, Energy (50 eV ) 
and overlap matrix elements (appropriate to KI). 
Psf(C) 
is displayed as a function of impact parameter in figures 
19 and 20. The positions of the extrema in 
Pion(X2S, 
+ X1So) are 
z 
also shown in figure 20 and it can be seen that the oscillations in 
Psf(C) 
are of approximately the same frequency as those in the 
ionisation probability, but the positions of the extrema are shifted 
slightly. The relatively small amplitude of these oscillations for 




X1So) varies from -1.6 (b = 16 a.u.) to 
2 
...26 (b = 14 a.u.) so that, for this system, the differential cross 
section for spin -flip probably varies from -1.6 times (X = 0.36 °) to 
-26 times (X = 0.35 °) the differential cross section for ionisation. 





















N(2S1) + X(2P3/2) t M+(1So) + X( So) 
Psf(D) = 4(1312 + P14 + P16 + P17 + P32 + P34 + P36 
+ P37 + P52 
+ P54 + P56 + P57 + P82 
+ 
P84 + P86 + P87) 
[see I(10.22)) . 
It was found that for 14 a.u. b 24 a.u. 
, p32, p34, p52 
and 
p54 
form the dominant contributions to Psf(D); that is, the dominant 
spin -flip transitions are 
M(J=2, 2) + X( j = 3/2, m= 2) -4-M(J=2, m=-2) + X(j =3/2, m=3/2) 
M(j=z m= 2) + X(j = 3/2, m= D }M(J =I, m=-2) + X(j=3/2, m= -2) 
M(J=2, M= z ) + X(j =3/2, m= -3/2) }M(j = 2> m=-2) + X(j =3/2, m=3/2) 
M(J=2, M= 
(All S2 = 
2) + X(j =3/2, m=-3/2) ->M(j = 2, 
1 i 1 transitions.) 
m=-2) + X(j = 3/2, m= -z) 
None of the initial or final states are directly connected to 
each other or to the ionic state by the Hamiltonian. However, all 
initial and final states are connected by Coriolis coupling to states 
with S2 = 0 which are coupled to the ionic state. 
This system differs from (C) above in that the transition 
M(j=2, m =2) + X(j =3/2, m=-) } M(j =2, m= -D + X(j =3/2, m =2), 
which could proceed (by Hamiltonian coupling alone) either directly 
or via an ionic intermediate, does not dominate the spin -flip process. 
Psf(D) is displayed in figures 21 and 22 as a function of impact 
10S- 
parameter. Also shown in figure 22 are the positions of the extrema 
in P lon(X 2P3/2 +X- 1So) . The oscillations in Ps f(D) are of 
approximately the same frequency as those in the ionisation probability 
but the positions of the extrema are shifted slightly. 
Psf(D) / iion(X 2P3/2 } X 1So) varies from -0.14 (b = 17.2a.u.) 
to -15 (b = 14.0 a.u.) so that, for this system, the differential 
cross section for spin -flip probably varies from -0.14 times (x = 0.25 °) 
to -15 times (X = 0.35 °) the differential cross section for ionisation. 
SUMMARY 
The following are the observations when p _ 1 (PLZ = 2p(1 -p), 
X « 1, and KI overlap matrix elements are used. 
(i) The total cross section for spin -flip, 
ósf 
M(2S!) + X(1So) t M+(So) + x (2S2) 
2 
is essentially zero. 
(ii) For the system 
M(2S1) + X(1So) 4- M + 
X 
(2P32) z 
sf « óion ' 
in the system 
iii) The free rotation /Hamiltonian only model does not account for spin -flip 
cross sections. Presumably Coriolis coupling is important for R < R . c 
r o 
(iv) In the system (c) 




S0) + x (1S ) 
2 2 0 
the differential cross section for spin flip, 
Isf 
, varies from -1.6 
times (x = 0.36 °) to -26 times (X = 0.35 °) the differential cross 
section for ionisation, I. . 
ion 
(v) In system (C), spin flip appears to proceed mainly by either an ionic 
intermediate or simultaneous two -electron spin exchange depending on 
whether or not b R . 
c 
(vi) For the system (1) ) 
M(2S1) + x(2P312) 
M 
+(lso) x (1So) z 
isf 
varies from -0.14 times (x = 0.25 °) to -15 times (x = 0.35 °) 
I. . 
ion 
vii) Coriolis coupling plays a vital part in spin -flip in system (D). 
P A R T I I 
Elastic and Inelastic Differential Cross Sections 
for two crossing, monotonic repulsive potentials 
II.1 Introduction 
A commonly encountered situation in high energy scattering 
experiments is that of scattering from two monotonic repulsive 
potentials which have an accessible crossing. In such a situation 
there is the possibility of elastic and inelastic scattering with 
structure in both differential cross sections. 
Differential cross section measurements for the systems K /Ch3I, 
K /SF6, K /Ar and K /íN2 have recently been reported (10kk74) for energies 
in the centre of mass (c.m.) frame of about 200 eV. Only very weak 
structure was seen for K. /Ar ant for noue of the other systems was any 
structure seen in the angular range O ° <e <4 °. In these experiments, 
elastic and inelastic events were not distinguished. The purpose of 
the calculations to be described is to determine whether the lack of 
structure in the combined differential cross section is due to the 
fact that resolvable oscillations in the elastic and 
inelastic differential cross sections are necessarily out of phase. 
The effectiveness of this cancellation depends upon the magnitudes 
periods and phases of the resolvable oscillations in tue two 
differential cross sections. 
Iwo model potentials were constructed for K(4s) + Q and K(4p) 
+ Q, where Q is some atomic or molecular species whose mass was 
assumed to be approximately that of potassium. The scatterrn2 
amplitudes (for an energy of 200 eV in the c.m. frame) were 
evaluated in terms of the usual partial wave analysis_, and the 
+CA 
elastic and inelastic phase shifts were calculated fron an approximate 
semi-classical solution of the coupled equations describing trans- 
itions between the two states involved in the curve crossing. Each t 
value in the partial wave summation is related (in a semi- classical 
analysis) to a particular value of impact parameter, b by 
p 
o 
b (t i) 
wnere Po is the asymptotic relative momentum of the colliding 
partners. In this relation, and ín all other calculations, atomic 







Curve Cross i cc ,r,n,t I'lu._,o Shi as Ls
R 
Rc is the crossing point of H11 
and H22, and n1 etc 
are thé phase shifts p is the distance of closest approach, 
11.2 Differential Cross Sections -S matrix elements 
The elastic and inelastic scattering differential cross 





f et(6) ( 2 , (e) - , f ánel(g) 12 
E4t(0) m (1/2ik et)£o(2t+1)(SRQ-1)P(cose) 
f.(0) (1/2i1- - `QQelt(cosß) II(2.1) inel 
2. 
ana Stk and S eel are the diagonal elements of the S- matrices for 
elastic and inelastic scattering respectively. 
Calculation of S-matrix elements 
Both elastic and inelastic events are discussed in terms of 
curve crossings (Figure 1). Suppose the system is initially prepared 
in diabetic state 1. In semi -classical terms, elastic scattering is 
the result of two possible processes. 
a. The system remains in state 1 throughout trie encounter 
b. There is a transition from state 1 to state 2 at R . R e 
(the 
crossing didance) on the inward part of the trajectory, and there is 
a transition from state 2 to state 1 on the outward part of the 
trajectory, provided the distance of closest approach, p. lies inside 
tue crossing distnce ac. 
Inelastic scattering is the result of one of two 
different 
processes (provided p <tc) . 
a. There is a transition from state l to state 2 at & 
c 
on the 
inward part of the trajectory, after which the system remains in 
state 2. 
b. The system remains in state 1 until the outward traverse of 
c 
when there is a transition from state 1 to state 2. 
When the complete wave function of the system,. is expanded in 







and this expansion is substituted into the time-dependent Schrodinger 
Lquation 
H is . itay/at 






subject to the boundary condition al(ok i 
11(2.2) 
(the basis hag been assumed orthonormal and time--independent) 
determines the elastic (a1(w) ) and inelastic (a2() ) transition 
amplitudes as functions of t (when a trajectory analysis is used). 




Tne equations 11(2.2) were solved in the sane approximate semi- 
classical scheue as that described in Section 1.8. 









and phase matrices ti exp (in1) o 
o exp( -in2) 













The approximate solution to equations 11(2.2) was obtained for two 
cases 
1 3 
A(°°) a (01.e.02 02 3 41.1)A(o) 
hence it can easily be shown that 
el 2i4I 
2i4 
2 I S 
RR 








G2 'm -0 +n 
2 
) 
inel 2iç3 2i.z4 1 










where the transition phase has been taken to be zero (as in 1.8) 
ana p PLZ where PLZ, 
the Landau -2ener probability (ZEN32), is given 
by 
PLZ 
- exp (-2" , - ( 
I 
%fi) ï 
1[12//i 4-(811^ hz2) 1 
}R 
dic 
as p-$.c, al(cc) } e 2in1' a2(p)-o 
b. p> ii 
In the simple Landau -Zener model, 
al (o) - exp(2 içl) , 41 - ñl, and a2(p) - o I1(2.5) 
te 
7)i - f 14An,r 
114 




(e) (1/4:-.t) c (2t+1) (a 1+1)L° i'1 pplcos2(41°G1) 
"'t Qo tt 
+(1- ) (1-pl) cost (,- c12) +o(1- pl)cos2(ci --c2)+ 
1 ` 
(1"-p)n cos2(;--4)' -r (7e,,) (. + P e 
P» 
_)77 « 
pcos2(á,- ) + -)C>s2( j 
(2t+1) (2t1+1) PtP cos2(1--ZIJ t Q c+1 
ine1(8) as (1/4k l(2t+1)(2,1+1 Úï QP Pl)1 p(1-p )1 z 




where primes denote functions evaluated at t . 
Itis not possible to predict from the fora of the relations 
11(2.6) whether or not the oscillations in g (9) and nel(8) are 
et 
in or out of phase. 
ligure 4 

















































































































































































 is displayed a a function of t in Figure " for 'i=(tc) e^.25 1¿ 
and 0.35 eV ,, and la,(e)'` calculated from TII(2.4) is displayed in 
Fivre 3 for _f12(R c) e 0.25 eV. 
The ce-off of a2(03) for peec effectively truncates the partial 
wave sumatation for f. 0) and may introduce oscillations in the 
mnel 
inelastic differential cross section. The rapidly varying character 
of the functions p and (1--p) may also introduce oscillations in the 
elastic differential cross section. The period, t, of such 
oscillations would be " n /R.c radines, where tc is the value of t 




in a straight line trajectory). 
Since for the system considered, te " 2900, e "0.Oe. Oscillations of 
such high frequency are unlikely to be resolved experimentally. 
In the evaluation of phases, a strai;,.ht line trajectory was 
assumed. The use cf rectilinear trajectories gives the same result 
for the phase shifts as the use of the small angle formula for the 
deflection function. 
The functional forms used for Kll and 2ê 
were 
11 
e Al /R 
10 A1 e 6.93x104 A.J. 










is ti.e excitation eneru for the process 
' (4s) 4- K*(4r) OE its 1.61 V ) 
and Al and A, were fixed arbitrarily except that the crossing 
distance R 
c 
was chosen to be accessible within the energy and impact 
parameter ran3e coverer by tire experiment. 
At high incident energies, the attractive branches of the 
potentials for K+ Q and K * + Q are uninrportant. 
11.3 Phase Shifts for Elastic and Inelastic catterin 
Elastic Scattering 




and R = -(p 
o 
/11) (1-b - p = (2 
L u) 
11 
b is tne impact parameter (see Section I). 
It is assumed that at the energies considered (200 eV ), the 
use of strai3ht line trajectory 

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Subject to this approximation and neglecting any momentum change following 
transitions between the two states, phase shifts for elastic and inelastic 
scattering were evaluated analytically (see Appendix V) 
11.4 Evaluation of Partial Wave Summation 
As already noted (II(2.1)), the elastic and inelastic scattering amplitudes 
are given by 
sf2g(e) (1/2(14) Z (224-,)(S P(cse) 
.e_ 6 
Q 
/*net 8) 7- (y2 tf2 ) E c43(.2.124_0 S 
cne 
(cos e) 
The evaluation of the summations is discussed in Appendix V. 
2 
i(e) = I8) (14 I i'e (e) - 1J: nP(9 )1 Q,he disgaYed 
as functions of 0 (0 = 1 -2 °) in figure 5 for H32(Rc) 0.25 eV, and in figure 6 
for H12(Rc) = 0.35 eV, and Iel(0) and Iinel(0) are presented as functions of 
0 (0 = 0.3° 4.7 °) in figure 7. 
11.5 Semi -classical Analysis of Elastic and Inelastic Differential Gross Sections 
The analysis used was essentially that of Ford & Wheeler (F0R59) and is 
presented in detail in AppendixV. It is convenient to define "deflection 
functions," in terms of which the form of £(o) may be analysed. There are 
two elastic deflection functions X, and X,. and these are displayed as functic 
of k in figure 8 where it can be seen that X has a single branch and X2 
has two branches. 
The deflection functions X3 and ) appropriate to inelastic scattering are 
displayed as functions of 2. in figure 9. 
tZ 
II.6 Discussion and Conclusions 
As can be seen from Figures 5 and 6, both elastic and inelastic 
differential cross sections show high frequency structure (much more 
pronounced in the former case than in the latter) with a period of about 0.05 °. 
This can probably be accounted for in terms of the behaviour of elastic and 
inelastic S- matrix elements (Sek and 
Sinnel 
respectively) for Q near Qc as 
already discussed in § 11.3. The difference in the amplitudes of these 
oscillations in the two differential cross sections is presumably due to the 
different behaviour of SQL and 
Sinnel 
for 2 near 2.c. Only the elastic cross 
section shows a prominent rainbow (expected at 1.4 (3). The lack of prominence 
of the inelastic rainbow (expected at 0 = 1 °) is probably due to the fact that 
the minimum in the inelastic deflection function (X4, Figure 9) is too shallow 
to support a strong rainbow structure. 
Furthermore, the inelastic rainbow is located not at O. 1 °, as expected 
from a Ford and Wheeler analysis, but at 0 _ 1.5 °. It would appear that in 
this situation, where the bowl of the inelastic deflection function is very 
shallow, Ford and Wheeler's analysis may not be applicable. The weakness of 
the interference structure in the inelastic D.ÇS. lends support to this notion. 
It is clear from Figure 7. that the semi -classical prediction of longer period 
(0.9°) Stueckelberg oscillations in elastic and inelastic differential cross 
sections is confirmed, as is the prediction that the inelastic cross section is 
negligible for 0 <1 °. 
The relations (see Appendix V) 
(2kd sine)Iinel(0) 
- a3 +a4- 
2a3a4cos(133 ßh) , 0 >1.2° 
(2k2Qsine)Ie(0) = a1 +a2 +2a1a2cos(ß1- ß2) , 0 >2.15° 
do not imply that oscillations in Iei (e) and Iinel(0) are it out of phase 
for 
0 >2.15° because the functions (0 
1 
-(3 2) and (ß3ß4) are quite different. 
Conclus ions 
For anales from one to four degrees (c,r1 frame) and a relative 
kinetic energy of 200 eV (c.rì. frame) it is expected that 
oscillations with a period of 0.90 will be observed in the sum of 
the elastic and inelastic differential cross sections for the system 
considered (see 0 11.1) at least w.Iaen the Landau -Zener single 
crossing transition probability (p12) is about 0.5. 
both differential cross sections show maxima in the low 
frequency modulation of their envelopes at angles of approximately 
1.5 °, 2.3 °, 3.0° and 3.7° and the location of maxima and minima 
(even in thehighest frequency structure) appears to be independent 
of the magnitude of the off- diagonal matrix element of the 
demiltonian (1112) at the point at which tue two potential curves 
cross (b.c) , at least in the range b12 (Rc) = 0.25 - 0.35 eV for 
which pLZ(k, - 2500) 0.7 and 0.5 respectively (curve crossing is not 
reached for t >2d84). 
It earl be seea fron iii,are 7 that the low frequency oscillations 
in the elastic and inelastic differential cross sections are not 
perfectly in phase. Over a wider angular range, therefore, the sum of 
the two cross sections will show oscillations with a period of several 
degrees (dependent on the form of the two potentials), as the low 
frequency oscillations in the two cross sections pass in and out of 
phase. It is expected that it will be difficult to interpret 
differential cross section measurements obtained from an experiment in 
which elastic and inelastic events are not distinguished, although a 
rather prominent rainbow should be observed in the summed differential 
cross sections. 
P A R T I I I 
FINE STRUCTURE TRANSITIONS IN HEAVY 
ATOMS 
INDUCED BY COLLISION WITH tit, HD AND 
D2 
C O N T E N T S 
III.1 Introduction 
111.2 The electrostatic interaction potential 
111.3 Evaluation of Atomic and Molecular 
ìatrix Elements 
111.4 Evaluation of Cross Sections and Rate 
Constants 




Transitions between the fine structure components of an 
electronic configuration of an atom; A, 
A(.711,s ]-) 
Ac1,m1) 
and depolarisation transitions 
Aullpll) } A(illi;11) 
which have been induced by collision with another atom have been 
extensively investigated both experimentally and theoretically, 
particularly for alkali -- atom inert gas systems, and the work up to 
1972 has been comprehensively reviewed in LI172. It is sufficient 
here to note that the cross sections for 2P fine structure transitions 
in the alkalis vary between INV., for Y. and Xe at 300K. to 5.7 x 10 -5 
á2 for Cs and h.e at 315K, and that calculations employing a model 
proposed by aikitin (AIk65A iIK653) have reproduced the experimental 
results to within an order of magnitude throughout the series. Tile 
process was described as the occurrence of non -adiabatic transitions 
between the E and IT molecular states arising from the alkali 2P states 
due to a breakdown of spin - orbit coupling in the excited atom at an 
interatomic distance for which 
4 ot AV 
where Ae is the fine structure splitting and AV is the splitting 
between the E and II states. The theory took account of the change in 
nuclear velocity during the transition (significant for the heavier 
alkalis where Ae is larger), and of polarisation forces. When 
Coriolis Coupling was included (DAS70a, DAS70b) agreement between 
















Il(6 3/2)+11(6 2.aa10 




ti eoey and experiment teas further i aroved. It appears that exchange 
interaction is more important teen polariaatior interaction in these 
processes, but polarization becomes more important for the heavier 
inert gasea. 
!euri.tag the past few yeare, a larae number of exÑetrieet.tal 
elear,urer;enta have teen. made of rste coaatauts for atomic fine structure 
tras.:isi.tiona induced by caallieion sritt:, email molecules, and this work 
has been reviewed ir several recetat reports 0001, JJN72, DaN74) . 
Attention i as focussed perticularl'y on the heavier atoms for which Ac 
` 5000 - 5000 cm 
-1 
whereas Ac for t he alkalis ras ;ee froc: t).34 en ". 
-1 
fur 1.i to 554.0 c Y 
1 
for Ls. Som recent papera have shown that 
unusually large isotope effects can be observed in such processes 
(! fl 73, STR73, DLA72, WI 73) and soc crude cross :sections (a k /v) 
and ratios of cross sections: are listed in Tale 1. 
g sonant euerey transfer ct,att,tt.1s ¿ave 'Jean shoFu 00073, ß;I71) 
to be i p rtaet for vibration 4. vibration transfer and theories 
iuvolvine dipole - dipole (eO73) and higher tultipolar coupliusc 
(511A73) Leave been quite successful in explairin: there r,eF:ultz. In view 
of this it has been suggested (BUT74,EWI74) that transfer of electronic 
e vibrational rotational energy fron atoms to small olecules may 
also occur by a multipolar coupling mechanism in which the energy to be 
transferred to translation is minimised. 
eefore considering this and other possible eechcanis$s, the 
experireutal techniques erOoyed in obtaining the data in Table 1 will 
be described briefly. 
Flash slactroscopic or kinetic spectrophotometric techniques 
are usually erployed to measure rate constants for fine structure 
transitions and for the quenching of excited atoms, and these 
techniques are described. in FCP73 and elsewhere. In these 
experiments, the population of a single component can be observed as 
a function of time by swnitoriag a transition from that state to a 
higher e._cited state, provided the wavelength for the transition can 
be isolated from those of other lines in the spectrum. In obtaining 
the rate constant for a fine structure transition induced by 
collision with some atomic or molecular species, ;, the measured rate 
constant must be corrected for loss of the initi.el j state by 
diffusion and first order processes other than collision with Q. 
In the case where ` is a diatomic molecule, C. the fine 
structure splitting may be transferred to electronic ender vibrational 
and rotational excitation of the BC molecule and to translation. 
III (1.1) 
11 11 11 11 .11..11 





where NE is the energy transferred to or from relative motion of the 
A ° BC pair, Q denotes the electronic state of the BC and v and J are 
the usual vibrational and rotational quantum uuinbers. The coos 
section a :11(v) for the fine structure transition 
J 
(11) - k (. 1 :.3 ) 
resulting from processes like 111(1.1) is ;riven by 
1 
?,2 
11 11 11 1 1 1 1 .1 1 
(2311+1)0.-111(0-E 
f(n ) L f(v , _)7 t((-v J yi :3 m átlll Wll V11 V1 J11 JI Ji1+1) illl,llmi lI°v11 J11 r1114 .11 m11 
III(1.2) 






) are the populations of the electronic and vibration 
rotation levels of BC respectively at the tisse measurement starts m 
11 
1 1 1. 1 
is tiffe degeneracy of the state íl and 6 (v 1 
11 
is the ¡V1 1 
cross section for the process III(1.1). Consideration of the 
experimental conditions, and of the various energy differences 
involved, leads to a simplification of I1I(1.2). 
11 
First, the action of the flash does not significantly perturb 
the pre-flash (thermal) distribution of electronic states of BC in 
which only the ground state is effectively populated. The electronic 
groundstAe of L2, HD and D2 is lE+ 
g 
which is non-degenerate. 
Calculations were performed only for BC ® H2, HD or D2, since for these 
molecules reliable electronic wave functions are available. For the 
present purpose then, there is no loss of generality in writing 
.1 
1 f (Vli J11) 6V[1ÿ))1í31:3lm1 
611(v)g 11 '11_1 11 1 11 11 1 11 1 1I it 11 11 11 j (2j +1)V v J J (4J +1)wT m m V 3 í :j m 
III(1.3) 
Second, the pre-flash thermal distribution of VJ states of BC 
is only slightly perturbed and has completely relaxed to equilibrium 
at a temperature which is only slightly different from the initial 














)/kT] IN III(1.4) 




+1)a . and 9- is a 
n- -n 
nuclear spin factor. For identical nuclei of integer spin I. 
= (I+1) (21+1) for Jeven 
= 1(21+1) for Jodd, 
for identical nuclei with integer spin, I. 
gn = I(2I+1) for Jeven 
= (I+1) (21+1) for Jodd, 
and for non-identical nuclei gn = 1. 
The same assumption is made about thermal equilibration of 
velocities as was made for the distribution of VJ states. If the A 
BC mixture is in thermal equilibrium, the distribution of relative 
velocities is given by 
2 
4 v- 























l+Ij. 1l JllYl J.1 (2J11+1) V11 J12311 
1 1.1 1 1.1 
11 11.11 
(T) 
v 6 J(v} fT (v)uv, 
V J j 0 G11111 j11 
V 1J1,1 V2Jlxfl j 1,1 
0 , 1 1 1 1 1 1( 
v ) ffi) 
1L.i1 111 
V11 J11 g11.11m 11 
J 
vom o rhen AE(j1131V3.?.\' J) is <o 
E(;113LV11,J111 
) /u when AE 13 >o 
111(1.6) 
VIJ1..1 
It is clear from the set of equations 111(1.6) that a V 1111j11 
must be evaluated as a function of velocity in order to evaluate the 
rate constant 0 
.11 
J 
Formally, a solution to the Scltrodin6,er time dependent wave 
equation 
3# - i-t a0/at 
must be found by expanding the wave function 0 in an appropriate basis 
W - Eq 
Aq q 
where q is a collective subscript for S2 V JMjm, and evaluating the 
figure i 
t 3 S 
Two Curve Crossing Situations 
i. There is an avoided crossing between curves of the same 
symmetry -- . 
Other curves - - - and - . - cross. 
íi. The transition 1 > 3 occurs via the intermediate state 
2 by two avoided curve crossings. 
amplitudes .Aq after the 'collision' is over, -iven some start;_ng 
condition 
However, the basis functions are eigen functions of the unperturbed 
Hamiltonian, ho 
Pi = ho +V, ,*eiere V, the interaction, -o as R 
thus, if 7>i Cq.exp(-if;gtifi) and Ho Oc? = Eq Oq., then, in matrix 
notation 
iZiC(t)} _ C }(c(t)}, C = V-- i19/at II1(1.7) 
and the basis has been assumed ortbonormal. 
The probability of transition to a final state f is identified 









can be evaluated. 
In principle, the system of coupled equations 111(1.7) can be 
solved as it stands. Not only is tnis a rather formidable undertaking 
since V may be difficult to evaluate, but it is not physically 
instructive since there is no way of knowing which Hart of the inter- 
action is responsible for these transitions. It is important, 
therefore, to consider some possible mechanisms for coupling. 
a. Curve Crossing (see Figure 1) 
There are two possible cases 
i. The potential surface of a member of the manifold of molecular 
eta.t.ea arf ie from ;. 
1l 
(j )+ 1C may cross a potential surface 
af te.* same symmetry arising from a(ji)+eG. so that there is 
use y,arisil.ty tif a direct jll + .jl transition. This is 
tee classic case of curve crossing considered by Landau and 
Zanier (2 32), `.tueckelberg (STU32) and others. 
. T:',o potential surfaces of the same symmetry arising from 
e(1 yi-sc (1) and A(;1) +gC (3) may be crossed by a third 
snr'fece (2) of the same symmetry so that transitions 1 + 2 + 
3 recuit in. an overall jll + jl transition. 
a curve c,:-c ssing situation equations III(1.7) must be 
eolved as they stand, possibly by means of one of the well 
knowm approximation schemes. 
b. Coupling via exchan,4.e forces the repulsive part of tie inter - 
action 
issu has been extensively discussed for the 
aL.a.1i - írert gas systeis (LIJ72) and no more need be said 
a. ut it aere. 
e. lin rame couijitli via a term or terms in the electrostatic 
altipole expansion for the interaction, V. 
Since te purpose of this work is to examine the suggestion 
(B& ~I74, ú° r74) täat (c) is the dominant meciianis:u for the transfer 
of electronic to vibrational + rotational energy frocs atoms to 
smell molecules, the form of the solution of II1(1.7) appropriate 
to such an essumption will be considered. 
Bach basis function in the expansion is a product of 
molecular and atomic electronic wave functions, co and . 
J 
respectively and molecular vibrational and rotational wave 
functions XVJ and Y- respectively. 
0 - 11,. (rn) (rl<r2)7.7(JY 034) 
Clearly the electronic wave function has not been cor.pletely 
antisymmetrised but it should provide a good arproxi.ation 
to de correct wave function at least for larger interparticle 
separations. The basis is obviously ortnonarr.;al. 
V is written as a nultipole expansion, and it is assumed 
that equations 11I(1.7) can be solved to first or second order 
in this perturbation, V. The perturbation equations are 





(s)t,q(t)vfg exp (-i wfgt) 
where the superscript (s) denotes the order of the perturbation, 
Vfq <S2fj fmf Vpfz1flVVq;jlmq:VgJlTc> 
and ü -L E(f) E(q)]th 
Applying the boundary conditions 
Cq(o) r sqi 
III(1.8) 
139 
the first and second order solutions are 
and 
(1) c (t) = 




qfW fg cx(Ywfqtl) 
1 l 
V exp(iwgitn)dtil}dt1 III(1.1!?) 
where f is the final state (usually denoted 1) and i is the initial 
state (11). 
First of all consider only the leading term - the dipole - 
dipole term for two uncharged species -- in the perturbation. In the 
first order approximation, this term only accounts for dipole- allowed 
transitions in the atom. and molecule. But the experimentalist focuses 
his attention upon metastable states of the atom: that is upon those 
states for which there is not a dipole allowed transition to the lower 
state. 
However 
. these transitions are allowed in the second order of 
approximation in which the overall transition takes place by means of 
two consecutive dipole-allowed transitions first to an intermediate 
or virtual state and then from that intermediate state to the final 
state. Alternatively, the transition of interest may proceed under 
the influence of a higher term in the expansion, for exasple the 
quadrupole-quadrupole term. It is therefore necessary to estimate the 
relative importance of these first and second order processes. 
if the perturbation can be taken to be zero for t<o and t>t, and 
the matrix elements of the perturbation to be slowly-varying 
functions of t, then 
and 
(1) 
Cf() " -f(t) 
Li 
(2) 








q wqi w fq 
-2( 





qWqi / Wfi 
if there are no energy corsETying transitions it first order. If wqi 






(E v fq V )f(t) = CH)4<fIV2ii>f(t) 
Hence the second order process is expected to be important compared to 
first order if <fIV2Wfis comparable to Vfi. 
In the present calculations it uas assumed that the first 
order, quadrupole quadrupole mechanism dominates (H2. HD and D2 have 
zero or very small dipole moment), so that the effective perturbation 
V ves taken to be this term in the multipole expansion. A send- 



















E E V 
,rv11J 11,11 1 11 
u 
1 P 
j m 11 11 11.11 11 
V J j 
in whim), 
1 11.1 1 
V J j m 
P11(t1411.11 11 Vi.jm 
111(1.12) 
is the probability of the transition 
AO 11 m 11 ) + V J 11 M 11 ilml) iic(vijkil) 
for impact parameter b and is computed to first order of perturbation as 
1 1 1.1 1 
pV(g)A j t. 
v11 J11,411 11,z111 
where (1) 
(m.) is defined in equation 111(1.9) 
111(1.13) 
The use of first order perturbation theory was found to be 
justified (see Section 111.5) when cross sections were computed. The 
choice of co ordinate system will be discussed in ',fiction 111.3 but two 
co-ordinate systems will be used througnout 
a. 'Rotatine: co-ordinate sy,stem in which the interparticle 
vector is cbosen as the Z axis. 
t 
b. 'Space fixed co-ordinate system where the apse line 
(for a ¡;iven trajectory) iu chosen as the Z axis. 
For ease of computation a system of ditiensionless variables 
was introduced in which the units were as follows. 
Enevy. 2 x Rydbert = 27.106 eV 
Length: The first Bohr radius (a0) = 0.5292X 
Mass: Electron rest mass = 9.10908 x 10 
-31 
kg 
Time. -,6/24 .., 2.419 x 1J-11 secs. 





(=) = 1 f Vf. exp(iAEfit )dt 
i 
, 
where * denotes dimensionless variables. 
111(1. 14) 
In order to evaluate the transition probabilities in this 
sCheme, the form. of the perturbation V must be known. 
figure 2 
Two Co- ordinate Systems for the Interaction Potential 
c 
c.14. 
(a) 'Rotating Co- ordinate System 
(b) 'Space -fixed Co- ordinate System 
111.2 The Electrostatic Interaction Potential, V 
The electrostatic potential energy of the charge distribution 
is given by 
0 o Eia1 
eieJ/rij 
and this quantity may be identified with the electrostatic part of 
the interaction, V. 0 may be written in terms of two centres, one in 
each distribution. One of two co-ordinate systems can be adopted and 
they are displayed in Figure 2. W e the two distributions do not 
overlap, the appropriate expressions for 0 are derived in CARSO. 
a. A co- ordinate system in which the tuo origins lie on a mutually 
common Z -axis 
iz 
tb m t m t h 
0(r)°°Y L (-1) A ieirl aY (Ol.0i)e.r. Xm(8.9ß.) 
tapotbolt$+tb+1 tató ta J 3 J tb J ] 
where 
III(2.1) 
e [4e(ta+Pb) :1/ [(2ta+1) ('tti+1) (ta+m) : (ta-m) : (tb+m) : (tb-rn):1 
b. The origin of the second set of axes has co- ordinates R, ©,@ with 
respect to the origin of the first set: 
b 
tb m$mo -(ma +mb) 





. mo iWr mata nhbs -tb a 
9, 
b a+ b 
u 










t +M )! f ): (-I) a h (41)3/2 i(ab_.ab aba Ea Eh 
[(2E:1)(2Eb+l)(21a4-2-Cb44)11(1-;4;Mairaa-T4alITi.a.-4rab-Kab.: 
In each case the surration over i and j runs over electrons ana 
nuclei. Co-ordinate system a. is appropriate to calculations in 
whidide basis functions are defined relative to a rotstin3 co- 
ordinate system, and co-ordinate syst*% h. is appropriate where the 
basis functions are defined relative to axes fixed in space. 
11.rouout this work, the convention adopted for the phases 
of the spherical harmonics was Cult used in CON53, namely 
Eri 
can be 1,6611 from equation III(1.8) the matrix elements are 









IVIi.= :V J M.> 
fi 
where V calvin> Qf = Qi,,Sz see III(1.3) 
and when IX h2, a or D7- f:1 denotes the state 
Consider then the quantity 
b Y7( 6 4:ie.r. . 0.44) .ct J 
111(2.3) 
Cii'denotesoolecularco-ordi""0,1"""41116"58alie.O.are 
defined to either co-ordinate system (a) or (o). The rolecular 
electronic E state is definedina co-ordinate system waere 
the inter- 
aucioar (BC) vector is the Z axis (in either co-ordinatn system). The 




xo D 61(a.;13,Y) (inverse transformation) 
th 41) 




angles of the BC iaternuclear vector relative to tne axes X Y. 2, (see 
§1 Figure 4). In the terms of the polar angles 0 
a ° ° 0' y = 0 
hence 111(2.3) transforms to 
Quz1 e r. 
* 2 b 




t )4-r Y (e,0 )1.41Eir. be (6.0.) 
1 2 2 
Lb 
2 m kb 
where 1 and 2 denote the co-ordinates of the two nuclei, j denotes 
elatronic co-ordinates and functions of nuclear co-ordinates have not 








IT-e,04.1T and Y7(n-13 04)11(-1Y4Y7(3,95) 
t iwer 
br Y (6.0.)b"b-(0 9 0)i 
D+(-1) b 1) ri Z2r:,}Ym 
ìj 




In the case of Ú2r hD and D V and 4(r) are identical exce ̂t that 
terms like 0i in $(r) are replaced by 
b 
1 <E+ t ( lE> tu V. 
and tii:st 
Noting that 
EYRE> a <lEyIE>dWO 
v({e.o) a (4a/2t+1)1 *Q(,) 
it is easy to show that 
where 
<l t xL> g ti . (,) 





4w l bk 
b 
11 
(2b +1)<rY ï> 1II(2.5) 
where 0, 0 are the angles of orientation of the internuclear vector 
in the co-- ordinate system X Y 7, in (a) or (b) . 
a. 
hence V in the two co-ordinate systems is given by 
V°a L -11 b 1< Am Y`(e ,0) ßa lïhmcr *+1 m.-fC< 
at b tb 
t 















The atomic transitions to be considered are I(52P2)-- I(52P3/2), 
T2(62P3/2)- }TQ(62PI), Hg(63P2)4-4(63Po), Te(63Po)+Te(63P2) and Te(63P1)4 
3 Te(6P2). Only those terms in the multipole expansion which connect 
these states are therefore of interest in first order. Making use of 
the relation 
( Q Y2 Ylsin6d 1¢ = 2 
3 2 1 4II (2,3+1) 
<9, 12,2m1m2I Q12, 22,3m3><k1k2 001212,223o> 
111(2.7) 
where <1> are Clebsch- Gordan coefficients in the notation adopted in 
CON53, and considering the symmetry properties of the Clebsch- Gordan 
coefficients, it can be shown that the above states are connected by 
terms involving the spherical harmonics Y. For uncharged molecules, 
terms with ta= 2,9.b =1 and Qa= 2,2b =2 are the lowest order multipole terms 
to satisfy this condition. However Q, the dipole moment function, of 
BC is either very small (HD) or zero (H2,D2). The lowest order term 
of interest is therefore that with Qa = Qb = 2, denoted Vs . which, in 
terms of co- ordinate systems (a) and (b) is given by 
5 V5 = -(12Tre/5R)Q2 G 
where 




(1)} III(2.8) 1 2 2 2 z
and the summation is over the electrons of atom A. 
w Co°-ordinate S ste (a) ........_._.. ___..._. 
A (1/3)Y22(mol), B ° (4/3)Z(mol), C 2Y2(mo1), D ° (4/3)Y2(mol), 
E ° (1/3)Y(mo1) 111(2.9) 
Co- ordinate System (b) 
A ° (35f5/24)ekl @Y2( mol)°( 35f4 /12)e314 Y(mo1) +( 3f3/12 2)e2" 
Y°2( aal)'-( f2 /12)e14Y21(mol) +(f1 /24)Y22(mol) 
ï3 ° -(35f4/12)g3iY2(moi)+(f3/G)e2x``(al)--(3f2/tïs".)e1Y(ruol) 
+(f 1/fí)Y,,1(mral)+(f2/12)el®Y22(m01) 
C (3f3/122)e2i0Y(nol)°_(3fÿ/62)el4 Y2(Imo1)+(fl/4)Y(mo1) 
+ (3f 2/6'a) el`'Y21(mo1)+(3f 3/ 122) zY22 (mol) 
figure 3 SI 
Co- ordinate System for H2 Quadrupole Moment Calculation 
Approximation: 
The Centré of mass (C.M.) of the AB molecule 
lies on the C.M. of the two nuclei. 
15'1- 
111.3 Evaluation of Atomic and Molecular Matrix Elements 
it can be seen from equations 111(1.9) and 111(1.13) that the 
1 1 1.1 1 transition probabilities VJAjm are proportional to 
E 11 11_11.11 11 
V .1 Ni 3 in 
<V 
1 J 1r- 21V 11 11 > 2 ,1 1.11 11_2 3 > 
Clearly ten, these matrix elements must be evaluated accurately if 
the rte constant in equation 111(1.6) is to be estimated reliably. 
hydrnten Molecule Quadrupole Moment Hatrix Elements 
I* a more familiar notntiort, 
2 
" 62 (BUC59) where 0z = 
1 +1 11 
< EglOzz Eg> and Ozz is the zz component of the nine-element 
Quadrupole moment tensor. 
As a first steps en approximate ab initio calculation of Ozz was 
attempted for IL). The co-ordinate system used is shown in Figure 3. 
The Quadrupole moment operator (zz component) is given by 





If the 6eitler-London function 
r 9 
el AB AB /2 
:a(1)0(2)-a(2)6(1)) 
111(3.1) 




and S <0A(1)1015(1)> 111(3.2) 
ózz 





1.<0 A (1)0 
2(1+32) 
+4A(1)0B(2)Igl+62I0A(2)0B(1)>} 
A w 2 
+R- 
2 
) <0 A(1)b(1)11+g210A(1)0(2)> 2(xA 
<0A(1)0 (2)1g 
1 
+c,: ' S <0A(1)Ig1I0B(1)> 
+54B(2) f ís21 °A(ï)> 
<0A(1)1g110B(1)> - 24 A 
2S+41, <0B(2)18210A(2)> 
ffi 2RB2S +Q 
the result is obtained 
eS 2-1 4 2 *3 - r+t+(r+2-°2xr`R+R2) 1 
2 , (}12aAIl{ór 






r'` = r/a. , x a-cos8 , R = 
o. 
+ R..) /a. 
Thus when a two»ceutre representation is used to describe the 
1E+ 
electronic wave function, the same quadrupole moment is predicted for 
ED and D2. 
The x integrals were evaluated by susma.tion. (Ax = 10 ) and the 
r* integrals were evaluated using a 24-point Gaussian-Laguerre 
Quadrature (KRY62). 
Vibrational Wave functions 
The vibrational wave functions, R, of diatomic molecules 
satisfy the equation 
d2S +2tr [E-V(01 - J(J+1)} S= 0 1170.4) 
dra Ia2 r2 
where S = P/r and J is the rotational quantum number. When a 
parabolic potential is used for V(r), 
V(r) (42) (r°re2) 111(3.5) 
and J =0 (t ,e effect of neglecting the rotation of the molecule is 
considered below) the solutions of 11I(3.4) are the well known 
harmonic oscillator eigen functions (PAG'35) 
2 
v(r) = veW 4v(0 ' a (r re) 
:,v (a/7T)3 `jv. v! } , a = 2ffp ós c/'`l. 
and v ) are the familiar íiermite Polynomials. osc 
v 
1II(3.6) 




Quadrupole moment function /eao as a function of R /au. 
Upper Curve -- Kolos and Wolniewicz 
Lower Curve - ïieitler London 





If harmonic oscillator eigen functions are used for the 





,11> e111 <V 0 IV > * <V 10 O 
zz zz 
The matrix elements oo, ol and o2 are most conveniently written as 
*2 




eol * (1/1/27); e z (x )dz 
-z * * 
-o0 ZZ 
-z *2 
02 * (1/2120( e- (4z' 72) (x*)dz* -w zz 




The integrals in 111(3.7) are particularly suitable for 
evaluation by -Gaussian-Rermite Quadrature (1(Y62) which gave the 
results 
eoo sa 0.2614 ea 
o 
- 
eo2 * -2.64 
3 2 
x 10 ea 
o 
In fact, however, the Heitler London function, 111(3.2), gives 
rather a poor approximation to the bet calculated Quadrupole moment 
function (1(01.(65)) as can be seen from Figure 4, and improved. 
vibrational wave functions are obtained by using the Morse Potential 
for V(r) in equation II1(3.4): 
V(r) = D [1 -e 
a(r -r e)] 2 





where z = 2d a -a(r 
-r e) 
NVJ = foe -z 




anzn , a0=1, an+1 = -(V-n)aa/ E(n+l) (n+k-2V)] 
d = 2u(D+C2) z/a 
k = L(2u) 2(2D -C1) / [a(D +C2)1] , b = k-1-2V 
= A(4/are- 6/a2re2), C2 = A(-1/are+3/a2re2) 
and A = J(J +l) /2pre2 all in reduced units. 
111(3.9) 
D and a are obtained by fitting the eigen energies of SVJ(r) 
to the spectroscopic data: 
a = 
/ 
2u We é)2 hc 
(27.2106eme) 
111(3.10) 





Wave functions for the Harmonic potential. (- - -) and 
Morse potential ( -) for the states, V =o -, J =o and V =2, 















































































































































































































































































































e and vexe are in cm 1, u is in kg, C is in CBS sec -1, 
e is the electronic charge in coulombs and me is the electron rest 
mass in kg. re was obtained from the rotational constant Be: 
Be = h/87C2cur 
e 
2 (Be in cm l,r 
e 
in m). III(3.11) 
The best spectroscopic data available for H2 (FIN65), HD 
(ST057) and D2 (ST057, BRE73) was used to determine a, De and re and 
some of this data, together with the values calculated for a, De and re 
are lid ed in Table 2 and the parabolic and Morse potential wave 
functions for the V =0 J =0 aneV =2,J =0 states of H2 are displayed in 
Figure 5. 
The matrix elements<ool°zz120> and <ool®zzloo> were computed 
using three sets of wave functions 
a. parabolic potential vibrational functions, Heitler- London Quad- 
rupole moment function. 
b. parabolic potential vibrational functions, numerical Quadrupole 
moment function (K0L65). 
c. Morse potential vibrational functions, numerical Quadrupole 
moment function. 
In the case of morse potential vibrational functions, the matrix 
elements <VJIOzzIV1J1> are most conveniently written as: 
b1/2 
<VJIOzzIV1J1> _ 
(db /2d1 -x 0zz(r)x l FVJ(dx)F (d1x)dx' 






Matrix elements of 0 z for H2 (calculated) 
Calculation <ool °zzloo > /eaa2 <ool°zzl2o > /ean2 
(a) 0.2814 -2.64x10 -3 
(b) 0.4594 1.56x10 -3 
(c) 0.4811 -1.01x10 -2 
TABLE 4 
diagonal matrix elements of Ozz 
Ref. 
Available off 
<lol °zzloo > /DÁ 
for H2 
<3oPzzloo > /DA <2ol°zzloo > /DÁ 
-100x10-3 -15.9x10-3 -2.8x10-3 Exp't. 





-123x10-3 -20.7x10-3 -3.5x10-3 RAN63 
Figure 6 
Co- ordinate system for HD Quadrupole moment function 
A 
Q Lt1. -- --Ó 
 -z }?-1 ? 
VJ ° !o e z VJ ()da (z in 111(3.9) ) 
ir $ 'Pe °a(r-re) 
9 




ici which. the integrals are of a form suitable for evaluation by 
Gaussiau--La u -arre :¿cadrature (1.i 1 2) , the values of zz at the quad- 
ratu poiuts being obtained by interpolation of a table of 
results obtained using the three vets of basis functions (a) 
, 
(b) anad 
(c) are presented in Table 3. In all 6 cases the numerical quadratures 
used were shown to have conver ed. 
The best calculated value 001,66) for <oof °zzloo> is 
<oo zz Po> .. 3.4842 A.U. 
The value oc tain';; froc. calculation (c) 99.4% of this 
value. In addition, expectation values of the operators 2 and 
(3z2-r2) were computed for the state V0 J 0, V *1, J =J and V *2, J *0 
and in all cases the values obtaiuea from scheme (c) - ,)ere found to be 
'between 97X and 99% of the best values. Accordingly scheme (c) was 
chosen for further calculation of matrix elements <V J1 °ZZIV1J1 >. 
Available data on the off -diagonal elements of zz, taken frorn 
65 is summarised in Table 4. The values of <lot °zzloc> and 
<201ezz oo> should be compared with the values obtained from the 
present calculation: 
<1i.31 ad oo> = 118. 6xlivw3ï,? 
<201 ! zzjoo> 13.6x10 3iA 
Quadrupole moment matrix elements for were calculated usín3 
the same scheme with parameters from Table 2. 
Finally, it it necessary to consider the ivadr polett ;cent 
function for AD. Tue co-ordinate systems are shown in Figure éí. 
l'ro.-.the calculations of Kolos and Wolniewicz (k,01.65), the 
expectation value of the operator 
p1 Z 2 
204,71) s3z m eR {2 - ßEifii(3cos 111(3.13) 
for the 1E+ electronic ground state of bt (and :D and D2 n. ) is know  
however, the operator of interest in the present calculation is 
z 
('{fiL 
z `" ri2(3cos`8i-1) 
In the case of 
E2 
and w32r wi-ere the c.a.. of the two nuclei 
líes on the acid -point of the internuclear vector, the two operators 
are identical. Since the electronic wave function is (to a good 
approximation) the same for 112, HD and Dan,, it follows that 
<,r! 
0l'1 
>tt <'.2 0lzzl.2> _ <p±is?.1zzG2> 
where W is the wave function used by Kolos and Wolniewicz 
In the case of HD is can readily be shown that 
since 
6â2 0612 + elfi2 --2eßitE cgcosa p G 0 (P-M-)/01-+M I1) 
/9 
. ' . <O ( i22 l O> . eß E + <141 l p1z2 l 0 
<0 
BD 
1E. i coedi 10> 0 U 
III(3.14) 
Various quadrupole moment matrix elements for !12, HD and 02 
are displayed in Table 5 along with several atomic matrix elements. 
Atomic Matrix Elements 
As can be seen from equation 111(2.8) , the term V5 in the 
multipole expansion of the A-BC potential may be written 
1 2V5 e oEir(A Y(i) + B Y1(i) + CY(i) + DY 
-2 
1 
(i) + a 
2 
(i) ) 111(3.15) 
where the summation runs over the electrons of the atoia 
a °° l:ae (3a2(ì3G)/SfIJ 
and A, b etc are given by equations 1II(2.9) or 111(2.10). 
The main elements of V5 relevant to the transitions 
I(52Pi) + I(:r`P3/2) Tt(b2z'3/2) + T1C(b2P,) ,(53P2) - Lz.(6 31`o) , 
Te(53P 
o 
) + Te(5 3 P 
2 
) anand Te(53i 1) + Te(5 
below. 
The notation used is 
) are considered in turn 
l jm> 
EMLM 
<LSíLMS l LSJIi> l L5Á1LPls> 
S 
where 1J11> denotes eigen functions of the total angular momentum 
operator, 1LssM 
L 
i:i,> denotes eigen functions of tae orbital and spin 
angular momenta and <LS'SLISILSTM> are Cleúsch Gordan coefficients in 
the notation of C0N53. 
a. Iodine I(52 P,) I(52P 
J _ -. . ..... 2 I i 
Tne wave .lui ctzons for i_:iL d and 2 tJtrtE.!'s of an atom are 
P3/2 Pá 
given by 
13/2 3/2> m 111 11> 
13/2 1> a (l/3) Ili 1-h> + 2111o1>} 
13/2"1> _ (1/3/3) i 11f`1¡> + V21 1110-i>) 
13/2..3/2> .. Ili-1..i> 
¡ f> _ (1/i3)(Alily-¡> ._ 11¡(4>) 
3°-¡> (1/43) d lio-1> _. 2113-11>} 111(3.16) 
For the 
F 
configuration, the functions 1 LuML ;,> nre 5 x 5 












® (l / :)5.0(1) poa(2) 10c13(3) 
I 
la(e) p (5)I 
where Ia(i)i,(2)c(3)d(4)e(5) 















. -(52 T'3/2) 
111(3.17) 
and a and are tae m +I and -I spin functions respectively. 
Consider the 3_atrix component of the operator. V5 between two 
determinants; 
* 
<PIVgiq> _ (1/N0/11J/(1) UN(N)I15 ;(i) 
wùere f...4T1...dT, includes summation over the spin variables. 
Expanding the deterrinant on the left, noting; that all N: 
resulting integrals slave the sae value siuce V5 is syw ietricai with 
respect to interchange of the elect' 1 _, the result 
w 1ti31(1)....0 N 
(;1i)1V5Iri )....:I1() II:iT ....CTN 





(i) is a one-electron operator for the i electron and does 
not o;-rate on the spin function. pence the only non-vanishing terms 
contributing to <pIV5Iq> are given by 
<p 
vijci ...dT. IJN 
1 j 
in which U' and 
n 
refer to the same orbit41 for all n except possibly 
ulmia so that 
<4V-514> Erp:(i)f (i) 1;(i)dT 
It 3 
where it has been assumed that 
* 1 
fU O di 1 
Ti U 
Since Ul and U 
n 
describe one orbital for the sto, in two different 
a 
states, this is an approximation because all the orbitals are distorted 
in the excited state. ';towever, it probably does not introduce an error 
greater than 10. 
Hence, ior example 
<10.1114511ili>=Em2<PlifjPe+2<PolfjP0>+<P_ilfm11).4> 
a 




Since fm(i) m a,am(i). 





lYA CZia a o 
,im,king use of tuis result it fcllova ti,at 
3I10,1>. -a«:;r(52T)Ir2IS'5r'(5 ,) aeY1 1I 1Y 1> 1 
a --0E<R5p(=2p,)IrIF?5''(52Pz)>ao<Y11I21Y11> 
accordínF to III(2.7). 
"Off-diagonal" matrix elements of the operator V5 are even 
6impler to calculate. For exar.pleë 











The /matrix elements 
M M m 
<i13{22{I11> 
were evaluated making use of 111(2.7) and tabulated values of 
Clebseh- Gordan Coefficients (C01153). 
In this way matrix element of the form <LSi Ais { V5 {L'S'M M > 
involved in the evaluation of tae matrix elements <J:f { V5 { Jí`> can be 
caiculatùd. The eitifat metríx elements of interest are as below. 
<3/2 ' Y6G, 
<3/2 3/2{V5{¡--1> -2YAG 
<3/2 #{V5{1 i> ° /2YCG 
<3/2 0511-1> m 3YBis 
<3/2_.2 {V5 { li> -ATM 
<3/2A {V5{ 1-¡> = -2YCG 
<3/2-3/*5 { ! i> = Z'YEG 
<3/2-3/2{V5{1A> = Yi)G Y = (UIAr)/("5) 
where A-E are given in equation 111(2.9) or 7íI(2.10) and G is given 
by 









The spectroscopic states of tha .ground electronic configuration 
, 
of the Tf. atoz -(6p, 
1 
- are 2 ad 2 
P3/2 
for which the wave functions 
P, 
111(3.16) ara again appropriate. gow, however. the functions 
ILSM M > are ome electron functions: 
1101> plodlil*Om pitip 111.0,1> . 00a, pee, 







1a the evaluation of the appropriate matrix elements, 111(2.7) 
may be invoked immediately, and the matrix elevents are listad below. 
41 il 13/2 3/2> to 
yDG 
<111613/2 3/2> 
<4 4111511/2 4> 
411V513/2 II> 43YUf70 
<1 /117513/2 4, a silyfiG 
ciliV513/2-1> /2YCG 
4i ¡IV513/2-.3t2> -2y AG 
<114'513/2-3/2> s -ylkG 
111(3.19) 
The functions > apropriate to te confiaurAion 
' S 
(6) 1(6) 1 are: 
11 1 1 1> r* (1/12) sa(1) a(2) 
11 I 1 o> = (11/2) (1/12)1sa(1) eiR(2)1 (1/42)1s3(1)Fiv(2)1} 
1 1-1> = (1/1/2)1s6(1) p0(2)! 
11 1 0 1> = (1/V2)Ise(1) pc(2)1 
il i o o> = (1/4:1)((11/2)Isa(1) puS(2) 4- (1//2)183(1) poot(2)1) 
11 1 o-1> = (1/1(2)Is3(1) ti)0(2)1 
11 1-1 1> ,== (1/V2)Isa(1) pa(2)1 
il 1-1 o> m (1/4/2)J1/Misa(1) p...1G(414-(1/I2)10(1)p_f/(2)1). 
11 1-1-1> (1/1/2)IsP(1) 13_0(2)1 
68 
where s - R Yo ( 
3 
Po) or k 6s Y° (3P-) 
o 
and L6P ( ) or R- i 
1 
(ii) 
ut 1 o 
111(3.21) 
The mati- eler,teats 
- 1 1 I 
> re evaluated in tie same 
manner as the corresponding Iodine atoa matrix eleventst 
<o oIV5I2 2> = -YEG 
<o oIV5I2 1> = YDG 
<o oIV5I2 0> = -YCG 
<o 01V512 -1> = yBG 
<o oIVfiI2-2> = -YAG 
where A -E are as before and 
Y = 12/45ilo 111(3.22) 
G = -e0 ZZ(BC)<R6p(63Ps)Ir2IR6p>(63P2) 
R5 
d. Tellurium Te(53Po) -- Te(53P2) 
The J,M eigen- functions are defined in equation 111(3.20). Now, 
however, the ILS MLMS> eigen functions are appropriate to a p4 
configiration. 
11 1 1 1> =(1// 4:) Ipla(1)plß(2)poa(3)P_la(4) 
I 
11 1 1 o> = (1/i2) {(1/i4:) I pl 
a(1) plß(2) po 
a(3)p_lß(4) I+ 
(1/A:) Ipla(1)p1ß(2)poß(3)p-la(4) I 
11 1 1-1> = (1/i4:)Ipla(1)p0(2)poß(3)p-0(4) 
I 
11 1 o 1> = (1/1/4:)Ipla(1) poa(2)poß(3)p_0(4)I 
II 1 o o> _ (1/7)'(1/1/4:)Ipla(1)roa(2)R53(3)pM0(4)I + 
(1/4:) IQ0(1)pua(2)po(3)p.._la(4) ( } 
11 1 o-1> =(i/4:) 
II'1U(1)poa(2)pti(3)p__.1t-(4) i 
11 1-1 1> a (1/4;)Ipla(1)poa(2)p 
a(')ftly,(4)I 




11 1--1--1> _ (1/4:) Ip10(1)poa(2)p_la(3)p.__li3(4) 
I 
11I(3.23) 
It follows that in the same. manner as before 
<2 2I45Io o> a _YAC 
<2 1IV$Io o> YvC 
<2 oIV5Io o> m -,YCC 
<2-1 I V5 I o o> yU( 
<2-2I V5 




= --'eOZZ (BC) <X'.5P (53P1) 
I 
r2 I : 15P (5 3P0)> 
P,5 
In addition. for 
1I1(3.24) 




Y.1 ulust be considered. The J 1 eigen functions are 
OS- 
11 1> a(i/2),,1 1 1 U> -- 11 1 o 1>} 
1l o> ® (1/2) : 11 1 1-1> -- 11 i...i i>} 
11-1> A (1/12)11 1 0-1> -- 11 1-1 c»} 111(3.25) 
It can be sliowr, in toe usual manner that <00I#5111> 
= <ou,V5.-1> = c , ie ti;.Q transition 3p1 + 3I'o is not 
3 
quadrupole allowed for Te. however, the transition Te(1) ï'1) + 
3 Te( s 'E 2) , is alloc:ed. 
e. Ta(53P1) + ict(SjPL) 
<2 21V511 1> = 23y,3G 
<2 2 1 5 1 1 0> m 26NAG 
<2 21V511-1> o 
<2 1 1'V.5 1 1 1> u --312'YCG 
<2 11VA1 o> a -E+YßG 
<2 11i511-1> = 2131tAts 
<2 o( V5 1 1 1> m 3/2'10G 
<2 o1V511 o> = o 
<2 olVS1I°1> ° 32116G 
'l 
<2-11V511 1> = 23YEG 
<2-11V5,1 o> _ °16YDG 
<2- 11V511-1> _ -32 YCG 
<2-21V511 1> = o 
<2-21V511. o> _ -26YEG 
<2-2K 11-1> = 21/3'0G Y = 34/51 o III(3.26) 
G = -e6(BC)<RSp(3P2)r2 lRSp(3P1)> 
R5 
Hence all the atomic matrix elements Vfi = <,yfIV5Ii.> can be 
reduced to the form 
VfiItf ¢<Ir2IRi> 
where only <RfIr21Ri> involves atomic co- ordinates. In the case of 
the Iodine atom, 
Ltf ® 
115p(52P3/2) and 
Ri = R5p(52P}) 
and strictly 
Rf $ 
Ri since the 52P3/2 and 52Pí states are separated 
in energy by "76O0 cm. 1. For the present, however, it is assumed that 
R _ R. _ * 
iiFS(I) 
f i 5p 
S 
where 4,5p (1) is the Iodine 5p wave function tabulated in HER(63). 
The integral was evaluated using a 32 -point Gaussian Quadrature 
(Ki 62), the values of the integrand at the quadrature points being 
obtained by interpolation of the tabulated Martree- Fock -- Slater wave 
function: 
<yS(I)r2 (1)> e 6.638 ao2 
The correponding matrix elements for Thallium and Tellurium were 




S(TR)> - 17.64 ao2 
<FS(Te)Ir 2 1 ,g(Te) is 7.760 ao2 
and 
Wave functions for mercury were available only for the ground elec- 
tronic configuration. 
The wave functions used in these calculations are non - 
relativistic tiartree -Fock- Slater wave functions which are reasonably 
good approximations to Hartree -Fock wave functions except that 
exchange is not rigourously dealt with -- the free electron exchange 
approximation is used. However, the matrix elements are rather 
sensitive to the form of the atomic wave functions at large distances 
from the nucleus and it is known that the effects of electron exchange 
are important in this region. 
Inarder to estimate the usefulness of the Fiartree- Fock -Slater 
wave functions in the present calculations, the Tt matrix element was 
computed using the so- called 'Coulomb etiave functions' (HAR27, BAT49). 
atom is 
The asymptotic form of the potential seen 1 -:y any electron in an 
V = -G/r 
where C is the core charge ( +1 for a neutral atom). When this form for 
V is used in the Schrodinger Equation with an arbitrary energy, the 
approximate. ,solutions are the Coulomb wave functions. The wave 
functions obtained by such a procedure are discussed by Eartree (HAR27) 
and it is sufficient here to note the result- 
Io Ri rsF,far m fiff E. 
1 
b bll nirf N+1 
,s+1 t, t t (ä +ï ) r (N+1) 
i f 
where N.=ni +nf +s- t-t1 
n. 
(ni+l) 








2C t `k4(ti+1)-(ni-t) 
(n*-t+1)] } 
ai m 1, ni m c/ei 111(3.27) 
and ki is the azimuthal quantum number of the electron in state i. 
(NOTE: There are several misprints in the corresponding expression 
quoted in BAT(49) ). 
The series can be evaluated with sufficient accuracy by 
isnorint terms for which 
N < 2 (BAT49) 
For systems with a single electron outsi4e closed shells 
(simple systems), t (iu Rydberg untts) etay rtasecelf be taken to ':fe 
the energy requirac to remove the electron irov the particular level 
concerned since it haa been shown (HAR38) t"st t'te correspondim, 
perazaater in tees leoa wave equation is identical witn this oneray. 
The position reorean6 coa0ex ayoteT.a (more Cann one electron outside 
closed sells) is less certain, but perhao to s first approsition 
the memo sioiiicanca may be attached to c. 
liate s considered the usefulness of the Coulomb ipproxination 
(aT49) in eveluatinp, oscillator strengths (v01) and concluded that 
i. The Coulomb appreaimatioo may oe oll4loyed vith confidence 
for all transition it the lii,hter, simple system*. 
ti. For the heavier simple systems, it is probably necessary 
trrastrict the use of toe method to those, transition% for 
te interference (cancellation of positive and nwoktive 
contritutious to VAs inteisrand) is small, ag rim ns etc 
(diagonal matrix oleiuents), 4; 4 4, 3s 4. 4p1 5* + 5, 6s -f 
50 ett. 
tit. The 'boundary between lii?ht aad heavy is located at or 
beyond Potassium for s 4 p transitions, end even further 
down tht Periodic Tab/e for p - d and d - f.trausttions. 
iv. or complex svstwas the Coul=h eaproximatiwn also alr,.ear3 
to meet with coesiderable success. 
a. It is accurate when both levels are Class I (see 
below) and interference is slight. 
b. Its accuracy is fair when both levels are Class II 
and interference is slight. 
c. It is fair accurate for l *ter systems when both 
levels are Class I and interference is gross. 
d. It is probably unreliable when either or both levels 
are Class II and interference is gross. 
Class I° levels for which the active electron is in a 
shell by itself and for which the exchange forces are 
relatively small. 
Class II: levels for which the active electron is in a 
shell containing other electrons or for which the exchange 
forces are relatively large. 
Since conclusion iv(b) is applicable to Tt (6026p) and i g(6s6p), 
it was expected that using Coulomb wave functions the matrix elements 
of r2(s .02) could be computed quite accurately. The results were 
Cou1(Tt6p2P#)Ir2p Cou1(Tt6p2P,)> 6.372 aó 






P(r) = r R(r) vs r /a.u. for Tf Cp 
The upper curve is that of the H.F.S. wave function and the lower 
curve is that of the Coulomb wave function. 





m 10.75 aá 
Coul 3 2 Coul 3 2 (ti <4. 36p F0) 1r l $ (H3h6P Po)> = 7.843 ao 
Coul 3. 2 Coul 3 2 <$ (;6p Po) ( r l $ (dgóP p2)> = 9.466 ao 
Coul 3 2 Coul 2 2 
<0 (hgtp PZjr V+ (Hfi6P F2)> = 11.72 ao 111(3.98) 
iurther2orey the matrix elements of r2 can be expressed in terras of 
oscillator strengths via the closure relation 
<ilr2lf> = F.<ilrlj><jlrlf> iII(3.29) 
When experimental oscillator strengths (.:A1,64) were used in 
III(3. ;.9) it was found that 
<r2>T(6ç2Pi) = 5.5 aá (lU` r 2 Tt 6p 2 )  
o 
-10%.) 
<r2>T1t(6P2P3/2) = 8.8 ao 
In vie of the fact that not all the oscillator strengths are 
kuorn, taese values are in good agreement with the Coulomb prediction. 
The asymptotic behaviour of $61) (TO and *Coul(T. ,6p2L i) is displayed 
in Figure7, from which it is clear that the Hartree -Fock -later wave 
function is not sufficiently rapidly attenuated at large distances 
from the nucleus. It is tí3is feature which leads to an over- 
7 
estimate of <r "> when this wave function is used. 
As a check on the value of the r2 Matrix element for Iodine, the 
lifetime of the 
2F, 
state for quadrupole radiation can be calculated. 
The spontaneous emission transition probability for quadrupole 
radiation A (, 1 q , j ) , is liven (GAR.57) , by 
Aq(j jl) r-1/(2j+1)l (32e 6v$/5izce) Sg(j) j1) 
where Sq(j,jl) ° Em1,<jm, Ij1 m1>1 2 = EmZEoß(<jm1!ßf j1m 1> 




The elements of 
(x2-1/3r2) xy xz 
xy (y2--I/3r2 ) yz 
xz ya (z2-1/3r2) 
N$ are written in terms of spherical harmonica. 
eg x2-1/3r2 (2e/l5)rtf2 + Ya2 - (2/3)Y21 
and the retrix elements can be evaluated in exactly the same fashion 
as for the matrix components of V5. For Iodine the summation over 
electrons was only extended over the five 5p electrons. The result fcr Sq( },3/2) 
40 
tress 5q(ß,3/2) 75 e <ít(I5`P ) Ir211(I523/2)> I2 111(3.31) 
(N.B. The Units appropriate to 1I1(3.30) are C.G.S. units in which 
e 4.803x10~10 e.s.u., ao 0.5292xl08cm, h s 6.625x10'27 
erg. sec.) . 
Substituting in 111(3.31) the value of the matrix element 
obtained by using Nartree- Fock-Slater wave functions, Aq( #,3/2) was 
found to be 
Aq(1:3/2) . 0.050 sec-l. 
which comp~ d very favourably with the value calculated by Garstang 
(CAR64) 
Á.q(1,3/2) s 0.055 sec -1. 
Garstng collected values of the radial integral for atoms in 
the 2p and 3p configurations, calculated values for the 4pn 
configurations using s.c.f. with excncnge wave functions; and 
extrapolated to the 5pn configurations 
It is perhaps worth noting that the spontaneous emission 
transition probability for magnetic dipole radiation is 
Am(1,3/2) = 7.8 sec-- ((AREA) 
and that the experimental Einstein A coef:icient is 
Aexp(t,3 /2) . 22 sec -1 (BUS67) 
In view of the good agreement between the l rtree- Fock- Slater 
matrix clement and the matrix element calculated by Garsteng, and the 
fact that the .artree °Fock- Slater Matrix element is slightly smaller, 
tite latter value was used for the Iodine matrix element in all further 
calculations. since Tellurium is adjacent to Iodine in t ìe periodic 
0, S 
TABLE 5 
Atonic and Molecular Quadrupole Moment Matrix Llenenta 
. 
a. Aolecular 
1 1 1 2 








0 1 1 3 7.2x10 
-2 
O 2 1 4 6.6x10 
- 
0 1 2 -1.1x10 
2 
O 2 2 0 -9.5x10 
3 
O 2 2 ,. 4 -1.1x10' 
O 3 2 1 -9.0x10 
-3 
-2 
O 3 2 5 -1.1x10 
0 7 2 5 -6.6x10 
3 
HD 0 5 1 7 8.6x1012 
O 6 1 8 8.0x10 
-2 
- 
O 7 1 9 7.3x17 u ' 
O 1 2 3 -1.2x10 
-2 
O 2 2 4 -1.2x10 
-2 
O 3 2 5 -1.2x10-2 
J 4 2 2 -7.9x10 
-3 
- 
O 4 2 6 -1.2x10 
2 
- 




2 2 4 -7.6x10 
-3 
O 3 5 7.7x10 
-3 
O 4 2 6 -7.7x10 
-3 
O 5 2 7 -77x10 
-3 
O u 3 4 -8.0x10 
-5 
O 7 3 5 -2.0x10 
-4 
- 
O 8 3 u -3.1x10 
4 
b. Atomic 
EFS 21 EFS 2 
<*_ (TclIr (Te)> m 7.760 a 













)> = 9.466 a 
2 
o 
<46,Coul(Top2pi)ir214)Coulatesp2p3/2)). m 8.326 a 
2 
o 
table, it was felt tat the Tellurium matrix element should be 
calculated in the same way. All atomic and molecular matrix elements 
used in evaluating cross-sections and rate constants are listed in 
Table 5. 
It is now possible to consider the form of equation 111(1.12) 
in greater detail with a view to evaluating cross--sections and, 
finally, rate constants. 
111.4 Evaluation of Cross-Sections and Rate Constants 
From equations III(1.8), III(1.9), 111(1.12) and 111(1.13) it 
is easily seen, in first order, that 
VlJI 1 (b) I Ell ( I°° V exp (ißl t) dt 
( 
2 f;.\ 
V11 J11.11 M11g1 mml - fi f i 
3 
ZI1(4.1) 
where f denotes fi jIii V1J111 and i cenotes 
5í11j V11JllMll. 
Eating <sjl V I 11 qu >, where 0I . 5211 as already noted, to V5 as 
given in equations 111(2.8), I11(2.9) and III(2.10) and noting the 
form of equations 111(3.18), 111(3.19), 111(3.22), 111(3.24) 11I(3.25) 
and 111(3.26), equation 1I1(4.1) may be written 
V1 J1.1 L 11 1 1 1 11 112 1 11 






J 111 iftz(BC)IV11J11> 
j1)1r21R011) 
is a numerical constant, for example 
i:(1,3/2) g3/2 = (124/5i5) 
a 
,(2 1) a (184/5/10) 
$(o,2) a 3(2,o) a (124/5/10) 111(4.2) 
F(J10311) 
117, 1 L El >V3(01- + 
R5 
1_11. ! 11,11 . a L 11 11,11 
<J m LL >p(t)dti 
2 




2} a 1, 11 




where 0(t) exp,-iAE(V11J11V1J1)0 




) depends on A, B, C, D, and L and therefore on the 
co-ordinate system used (see equations 111(2.9) and 111(2.10) ). 
LS 
a. Rotating Co-ordinate System (see 111.6) 
J1' J11) It 
= 
. E1111 Em <J1m1( 
J11M11>e-iAEtdt 2 
R5 I 
where fm mYl(mol) , 
m 
is a numerical constant. 


















11 l'1 11 1 11 2 1 11 11 11 
and ME11<J 2M MJ 2J (M +M)> _ (235+1) 11<3 J -(M +M)I 
J11J12-M>2 = (231+1)/5 
Finally, evaluating the Clebach- Gordan Coefficients, 
F(J11,J1) = a(J)Q(AE) III(4.4) 
where a(J) = 353(3-1) 31 
J11 +2 and J is the larger of J1 and 
1211(2) -1) 
11 J. 
 353(J+1)(23+1) J1 
JI1 
181(23-1)23+3) 
b. ßpace -fised Co- ordinate System 
F(J1yJ11) _ iAEtdtI2 
& 
where f E Y(rsolecule) A, Ti, ... E. 
Proceeding as before it can be shown that 
F(J111) = a(J) Q(AL) 
III(4.5) 
III(4.6) 
where a(J) 730-1) Ji J11 
+2 
and J is the larger of J1 and 
J. 192w(2J -1) 
or db", ° 730+1)(23+1) J1 311 # 0 
288r(2J--1) (23+3) 
in which fl, f2, ..., f3 are defined in equations III(2.10). In 









°9 -iAEt e °ft. ------ 
(t) 
Z 
}, L 6Eep 
g.,s 
°° 




ott ---- R- 
6Lù 
V1Jlj1 °° 1 11 1 1 1 11 11 11 o (v.) = 2TróbP(b)db = ß(J ,j )H(J V J :j V J ) 
V11J11j11 
(A(J" )o(via) 111(4.7) 
where 0-07.0E) = 2fffobQ(AE)db, AE = AE(j1V1J1:j11V11J11), 
and the integral was evaluated by Gaussian Quadrature (the evaluation 
of Q(iE,b) will be discussed below). Finally, the rate constant 
1 
kll(T) was calculated according to equation I1I(1.6): 
J 
.1 1 1.1 1 1.1 











1: E: 11 11 








where k(AE,T) = . 
vifT(vi)o(vi,AE)dvi 








where y = (vi /vm) 2 -x x o= (vo /vm) 2 
v = (8kT /Tru) and vm = (2kT /p) 
III (4.9) 
The integral was evaluated by 4-point Gaussian - Lagrange Quadrature, 
GO",) being evaluated only at the four quadrature points. 
¿valuation of (i(LE ) 





and le - ff(6)e- 
í[SEtdt 
5 
which require for their evaluation, a knowledge of R and n as 
functions of time. The classical trajectory analysis is useful here 
in that the equations of relative motion (see part 1) are then known, 
at least frar elastic encounters: 
R - v(1-b2/R2-u(R)/E) 
0 = vb/R2 
o 
III(4.11) 
if, as assumed, the A-BC potential, u, is a function. of R alone. 
For Iodine (521'3/2) and D2 the parai t rised form 
u(R) -ae(a/R)30 _ (Q/R)5} II1(4.12) 








Deflection function X /radials vs impact parameter b /a.u. 
has been aataiíli..shed from elastic scattering data (140N74) . The 1-2 
and I -éí) potentials were assumed to be identical to 111(4.12) and this 
was the parameterisation adopted. This potential and the corresponding 
deflection function are displayed in Figures 8 and 9. The choice of 
e and a for other colliding pairs will be discussed in section 5. 
Since: classically, in a quenching collision the colliding partners 




) and I)2 
for part of the trajectory, de selection of e and a values is 
somewhat arbitrary. 
u(a) may be written 
C30 /R 
3" 
-- C6 /:6 
in which 
C3° u aea and C' . asa6 
C6 is related to the polarisabilities of the collision partners, and 
the polarisability of I(52P ) is not identical to that of I(52P3/2). 
Nonetheless it was assumed that the two potential surfaces for 
1(52P ) + 
2 
and for 1(52P3/2) +ID2 are essentially parallel for a 
large range of internuclear separation. A more serious criticism 
is that, at thermal energies, the quenching collisions are markedly 
inelastic. In this case, for a real collision, neither v nor b are 
well defined. A syrrnetrised trajectory was used in an attempt to 
overcome this difficulty. That is v in equation I1I(4.11) was 
defined not as the initial relative velocity at infinite separation, 
but as 
figurero 
Co- ordinate system for evaluation of trajectory integrals 
I61 .:- 
where vf = 
and v1 is the initial velocity. 
111(4.13) 
The co-ordinate system adopted was one in which the apse line 
of the trajectory was chosen as the Z axis, as shown in Figure 10. 
and the zero of timo was taken to be that time when the interparticle 
vector coincides with the apse line. In this co-ordinate system 
R(-t) = R(t) and 0(at) = 0(t), 
and as a result I aua 1 
0 
in equation 1II(4.10) are given by 
. 
I = 2r(cosdEt/R 
5 
)dt and I = 2r(f cosAEt/R5)dt 
o 0 o 8 
These integrals were evaluated by numerically integrating the 
system of equations. 
I = 2cosat/11 
5 
111(4.14) 
or I = 2ftosaEt/R 
5 
0 
together with 111(4.8), from t = o to t = T wnere I is such that 
i. IU(RT)/El<10311-0/R21 (straiaht line trajectory for AaRT) 
= sin-1(b/R) <0.1c (0 constant for 
bAT <0.1 where k = R(T) 111(4.15) 
Under these conditions the renaming contributions to t and le , AI 
and AI can be evaluated analytically to a good approximation 
AI lA 
AT ?_f (OT) . A, 0T -e(T) 
c(C(tf /v) ': [cos ( 1 AE T) cosx0 
o 
. + sr, 1 AE 1 T) sinx C 
+ rcos (1 AE 1T) sinx 
o 
-sin( 1 AE I T) cosx S} AE>o oro 
o 
where of ( AE ! /v, Kb =04F,1 
and C fc0 coaxdx $ a f sinxdx are standard integrals. 
x5 x- 
111(4.16) 
In addition the tine ates -'length. At was so chosen that 
a. AO CAt ® vbGt <1r , 
R2 4 
o 
Ro distance of closest approach 
(steps smaller than 1/10 period of oscillations in f(0) ) 
j. < 21/10A 111(4.17) 
(Alps smaller th.az. 1/10 period of cosAEt oscillations). 
The boundary conditions are ï(o) I 
J(o) o 
whereto was found from an iterative solution of the equation 
1 °-b2itz .., U(R)/E . o 
figure 12 
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b. covi) for III.(5- 5)(b). are for the space fixed co;-ordinate system, A 








Q(GE,h) as a function of h/a.u. for 
AE = 6 . ° cm 1. (Te/H2) v = 3.07 vrn 





curve 5 Ço r 5 pace - Fixed co -orcdiilafeS 
b/a.u. 
annings `codified predictor corrector method. (11AI.6O) was 
used to selve equations IT1(4.11). It is a fourth order method using 
four preceeding points for computation of a new vector of the 
dependent tratiables. E. fourth order Runge -Kutte method was used for 
adjummnt of the initial increnent and for computation of starting 
values and the program automatically adjusted the increìnrt during; 
the whole computation by halvin or doubling. Typical Q(AE,b) 
curves, for ho th space fixed and rotating co- ordinate frames are 
depicted as functions of b in Figure 11, and soin cross- sections 
a(vi) are displayed as functions of velocity in Figure 12 (see 
section 111.5). 
.;?(AE,b) and ri(vi) have been weighted by factors 7/192 and 
35/12 for space-fixed and rotating co -- ordinate systems respectively. 
Results and Discussion 
]efore considering the results of tíie calculations described 
in sections 111.2 111.4, Cle selection of potential parameters E 
and a for systems other than i ¡? :aí_11 be discussed. 
The potential 1I1(14.14) may be laitten 




3° __ C 
(6)R -6 
111(5.1) 
where G(6) = 132.7367 Ab ao is the dispersion force coefficient 
for i-° L2. The following assumptions were made 
i. e(A/N?) = e(A/HD) = e(A/D?) 
a(A/H7) = O(t1/qü) n a(A/u,,) 
+. 4 
ii. a = a(h ,y) + c(?) 
iii. a(I52P = <I5 2p 
3/2) p 3/2 
1 
Ì 
I5p2? ., 1 3/.. 
iv. a(I5p,) =c+(I5 2P 311) = cr(I) 
(V) C 
(6) (6) c c(6) Ca/d2) m c(6) (/2) _ C(6) (Te/' 32) 
Assumptions iii. and iv. were made for all atoms. The o 
values for TE, r' and Te were calculated as Follows. 
Q(Ti) = a(I) x iéax(TQ) 
max 
wliere r (A) is tha outermost maximum in tne relativistic Hartree- 
max 
Foch wave function (WAB65) for A. 
TABLE 6 
Trajectory Potential Parameters for 
Te /H2, I /H2, Hg /H2 T!. /H2 
Atom o /a.u. (ae /1..ä.).c104 
Te 7.363115 0.33265 
1 7.153815 9.906686 
Hg 8.348706 2.76615 
Tt 8.777415 2.90372 
au 
o 
, 0.5292 A, A.U. 0 27.2106 eV 
003) = a(Tt) x aCoul(H?3p 
_ 
where csCoul was calculated from iii. using Coulomb wave functions. 
(ATe) was calculated from iii. using aartree-Fock- k1ater wave 
functions. 
The values of a and e selected for the various systems are 
ë.isplayed in Table 6. 
The optimum number of velocity integral (I11(4.9) ) quadrature 
points ''tv and the optimum nui ber of time steps *;t (in solving 
111(4.14) ) were established by evaluating k(AE T) (III(4.8)) for the 
process 
2(dmO,J=2) + 1(2P312) + H1 (V=2,J=0) QE = 129.4 cm 
-1 
The calculation was performed usine three sets of Nor and Nt: 
a. Nt = 2b0, ilv = 4 k= 5.03x10 -11 cro sec-1 
b. Nt = 500., Nv = 4 k= 4.8:x10 -11 
c. Nt a 250, Nv = 8 k= 5.07x10 11 
hence, for AE = 129.4 cm 1, the trajectory integrals were reliably 
evaluatd using 250 steps and the velocity intezrals were calculated 
without significant loss of accuracy by means of a 4-point Quadrature. ' 




TABLE 7 (continued) 
,?.YD Initial V J - Final V J AE/cm 1 
d. 0 4 -y 2 2 50.2 
0 5 -> 2 3 -°141.5 
e. 0 3 + 2 5 -33.9 
0 4 - 2 G 85.5 
3.D2 
a. and b. For J11 up to 8, there are no quadrupole - 
allowed spin conserving transitions with AE 
<500 cm 
1. 
for V..0+1 and V -O+3. For 0 R + 
2 6, úE -20 cm 1. (f (J48)ul x 10 `) . 
c. Cl 7 177.0 
0 8 - 3 6 33.6 
d. 0 2 + 2 4 -156.6 
0 3 + 2 5 -62.0 
C 4 + 2 6 26.2 
0 5 + 2 7 107.7 
a. (} 6 3 4 128.3 
0 7 3 5 -1%5 
TABLE 7 
Near- resonant, quadrupole allowed spin conserving transitions 
Atomic 





- 4706.7 a. Te(53po)- Te(53P2) 
b. 2e(53í'1) -s Te(53T'2) -4751.0 BAC32 
c. 52 I(52P) IC) 
1 
-763v'? 3JS71 
d. b8(63i'2) + 'ag(Ei3t0) -6397.9 BAC32 
e. T!E(62P3/2 ) - Tt(6`P,) -7792.7 FAC32 
1.1i1 
Initial C J - Final V J AE/cm 1 
a. c' 1 + 1 3 6.2 
h. 0 1 - 1 3 -32.1 
0 2 + 1 4 166.0 
c. 0 2 + 2 :, 129.4 
0 3 + 2 1 -114.9 
d. 0 7 + 2 5 68.8 
e. 0 2 + 2 0 --60.1 
2.Hù 
a. 0 5 + 1 7 -73.1 
0 6 + 1 A 49.1 
a 7 + 1 9 161.2 
b. O 5 + 1 7 -117.4 
0 6 + 1 8 4.8 
U 7 + 1 9 116.9 
C. 0 I -} 2 3 .118.7 
0 2 + 2 4 24.1 
0 3 + 2 5 155.6 
The. dependence cf tiffe calculated rate constant on a and e was 
then investigated and it was found t et 
a. Allowing C(6) to double by doiit;linf, s increases k by 
"l:)7 and 
b. Doubling C(6) by increasing ß by a factor of 21/6 
decreases k by a factor of '2.5 for AE f 120 cm 
1. 
It was felt, therefore, that uncertainty in the calculated rate 
constants due to uncertainty in e and a probably did not amount to 
more than a factor of 2 or 3. 
One of the reatures of the mechanism proposed for electronic 
to vibrational plus rotational energy transfer from atoms to small 
niolecties is that the energy transferred to translation, often 
referred to as the energy mismatch, AE, should be minimised. This 
assumption will be further discussed below but in the meantime 
only those transitions for which AE. 200 cm 1 (ffikT at 300K) will be 





must be known. These were calculated frocs the best 
available spectroscopic data (IN65, ST057, BEE 73), and tables are 
presented in Appendix1V.Transitione and energy mismatches are 
listed in Table 7. In constructing the table it eas assumed that 
for long range energy transfer processes nuclear spin states are 
unaffected. On the assumption that the transitions listed in Table 7 




Experimental and Calculated rate constants at 300K 
11 1 k /cm3SeC'1 k /cm3sec 1 °,( j + ) /r;t; calc. ex. 
Te(53P©) -s Te(5322) /P2 1.íx10-11 ( 1.')x10-11 (3P1and3Po) 
( 
Te(a3el) + Te(s322) 
/i'7 
8.6x1012 
I(52P)g ) 4- I(52P3/1) 
/t2 
4.2x10"15 1.3x10-13 










Te(53Po) + Te(5 
3 
P2) /a) 3.7x14-14 
Te(53Pi) + 'PAO 3r,,) /ED 1.4x10-14 
It52P1 ) + I(5P3/) /}D 






TR(62F3/,) TQ(62P) /z1E! 8.8x10-15 
. , ,. 3r , . , _ 3 ., . n , 10 -19 
( 8.8x10 
-15 
Te(53Pi) + Te(53P2) /D <1 x 10 
-19 
I(52P,) -y I(52P3/2) /D7 2.2x10 20 1.0 x 10 
-15 U (632) + h(63P0) /D2 2.x1Ò- _ 
Tt(62P3/2) 
+ TP.(62Pi) /D2 1.6x10-2Eì 4.9 x 1014 
701 
defirtieú in equation 111(1.6), the rate constants listed in Tabla S 
were calculated uwi.cg the skaee fixec: co-°ordinato sxútem. 
V1Jljl 
ixi a coplete calculation of the cross-sections 
the cc.uplec#. equations 111(1.7) would be solved (numerically) 
without rtiZt='.eX a.;Ticoarimation ,^mir. the Cro3l^sections and rate 
constants celculatc:4 would be iax''-.enrnúent of the choice of co- 
ordinate systLm. Rowever, this 4.s not true of a first order 
peranrtati«n calculation. ior this ra.asoca., some rate constants and 
croas-:rectiona aeae caictala.ted usiu', abrasis defined relative to the 
s-r>tatrnl;; co--ordinate system. Equations 111(1.7) reduce to ïI1(1M 
only if 
al, /at = s 
_ This casiition is only vs.lxd when the basis is defined relative to 
fixed axes 'Alt not when it is c:efitaa.;i relative to rotatin axas 
'«i{1,u equation 111(1.9) heCo35+e4 
(1)C f(t) _ (ï 10 +1jt01.=f exp(iw4it1 )dt1 = v-ifla/at 
(provided i -fi a/at ca.a be treated as i-art ví too perturbation). 
111(5.3) 
however. a/at LF.ey ue written 
a/at Var +®a/ ao ( ) a o: III(4-.11) ) 
veg 
Ofl a/aP:0i> f:jfsT?'.f ini:jimi:JiMi><ViJi! a/atIViJi> 
_1 
a/ at f j imi Ji:dl<VfJf i ViJi> 
o( j mi 0 jnf and V£J f#ViJi) . 
Thus 111(5.3) becores 
(1)C l.(t) (i5 ) 
-1 t Vff exp(ito fitl)dti 111(5.4) 
as before except that V is now written in terms of the rotating co- 
ordinate system. 
and and 111(4.8) ) were calculated 
in both co- ordinate systeïus for the processes 
a. Rg(3y) + K2(i(;,J7) - .cz(3P Q) + k,(V-2J=5) + 68.Rm)) 
_ 
9 l VS l 
) 




c. Te( 3 P ) +!1(Vt) ,Jl) - Te(3P2) + Li7(V=l,J=3) 6.2cm1 ) 
and the results are presented in Table 9 (the entries under "k 
(rotating /straight line)' will be discussed below). 
Itis clear that the results of the two calculations do not 
differ by more than a factor of two. 
TABLE 9 
Zo7 
k(Bglp_ in Space -Fixed and Rotativi 
Co- ordinate Systems, Ta300K 
k(space-fixed)/ k(rótatiä)/ k(rotatin/atrai,ht 
cm3sec-1 cm3aec-1 line)/cm3sec-1 
a. 3. 4x10 
-11 
2.3x1011 1.5x10Y11 




lu c. 1.0x10 -9 
b. and c. refer respectively to the processes 
111(5.5) a., b. and c. 
k(space- fixed) has been multiplied by 7/192 and k(rotating) has been 
multiplied by 35/12. 
In calculations of the sort described were, a straight line 
trajectory is frequently employed to evaluate integrals of the form 
111(4.10), and this approach is particularly useful when the form of 
the A-BC potential is not known_. To estimate the error introduced by 
this approximation, k(AE,T) and a(vi) were calculated in the 
rotating co-ordinate system., the trajectory integral being evaluated 
on the assumption of a rectilinear trajectory. 





4AE4 ., (A 
9b4v6 ̀. 
where K7 (x) is a second order nodified Bessel function of the first 
kind. Clearly this form is not applicable for very small impact 
parameters (when the result for AE -0 also applies for AE #0) and it 
was therefore assumed that 
iA,Et 2 If p(a) b $ a 11I(5.7) 
where a is one of the ßvalues listed in Table. 6 and p(a) is the 
value of the absolute square of the integral for b - a. 
The values of L(AET) calculated in this manner for 111(5.5) a. 
b. and c. are listed in the third column of Table 9. All of these 
values lie within a factor of 2 of the values obtained from 'bent 
trajectory calculations'. a(vi) for all three calculations for the 
processes 111(5.5) a. and b. are displayed as functions of vi in 
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Figures 12(a) and 12(b) respectively. 
In view of the agreement between straight line and full 
trajectory calculations and the similar agreement between rotating 
and stationary co-ordinate system calculations, it seems likely that 
the straight line trajectory calculation will provide at least a 
qualitative estimate of the dependence of k(AE,T) on AE. For this 





was calculated for AE ge -400+ +400 cm'. The results are presented 
in Table 10 from which it can be seen that, neglecting rotational and 
J--state in AE from the 
-1 
nearest resonant process by wore thau 230 cm (at 3)0L) may be 
neglected. In determining which processes provide the dominant 
contribution to the various rate constants, each set of transitions 
.11 
A(3 ) A(j 
1 
) /BC 





) /T1 Pi 
3/2 2 
The transitions in h, which have been included in Table 7 are 
a. (Veo,Je2) 4- h2(2-1o) AE 129.4 cm 1 
111(5.9) 
b. (lieo-Je.3) h4(Ve.2 J=1) AE e,--114.9 cm 
' 
figure 13 
k(AE ,T )/cm sec1 as a function of T/K. 
(a) L.E= 5ocm 71 ( -) and 0 E _ -5ocm -1 (- - ) 
to2 















too zo0 300 4.00 500 600 
(b) Ar- loocm.1( -) and ¿ E= -10ocin -1 ( - -) 
70O T/K 
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+1001.0 cm 1 
1182.3 cm 
1 
1345.3 cm 1 
365.6 cm 1 
1488.6 c m-1 
111(5.10) 
111(5.10) d. and e. may ímmeiiately be discounted because not only is 
f(J =4) ' (1/2'.)f(J =3), but also RE is enormous compared to 111(5.9) a. 
or b. 111(5.10) b. obviously makes a negligible contribution to the 
rate constant compared to 111(5.9) a.; and the same is true of 
III(5.10) c. ana 111(5.9) b. Although the J = 1 state has ' 6x the 
population of the J =2 state_, this factor cannot compensate for the 
enormous reduction in the rate constant for 1I1(5.10) a.: compared to 
II1(5.9) a. or b., due to the large energy mismatch. It is clear from 
the tables in Appendix D that no other 0111 f V1 transitions are near- 
resonant. Similar arguments can be apl) lied to all the other 
transitions in Table 7. L=evee it was concluded that the rate constants 
calculated from the transitions listed in Table 7 were probably ' 80 -90Z 
of tte rate constants for all quadrupole- -allowec;. transitions. 
Possible temperature dependences of the rate constants k(dE,T) 
were also considered. k(t1ET) was calculated for the rotating co- 
ordinate system aitli straight line trajectory using average values of 
reduced mass, v and o. k(L E,T) for AE = 350 cm 
and AE = 3100 curl is displayed as a function of T in Figures 13(a) and 
1 
4. 13(b) respectively. It is evident that the rate constants 3 .11 
(1II(4.7); 11I(4.8) ) 




) .k(AE..T) increases dominate those for which it 
decreases. 









).k(AE,T) can only decrease with increasing T 
for any channel if the decrease in fT(V 
11 11 
) dominates 
the increase in k(AE,T). 
Type i. behaviour has been observed for I /R,,_ and type ii. has 
been observed for I /D; (D .72) . 
An approximation that is frequently made, for example when 
estimating cross-sections frais rate: constants and vice versa, is that 
a(v.) varies much more sloely with vi than does vif,T(v.) in which 
case 
co 
ic(AE,,T) = v vifT(vi)a(vi)dvi 
0 
may be approximated by 
k(AE=T) = vo (vTu) III(5.11) 
2 (1+Eo/icT)e...EO/kT eve v-e)' vo 
a (?Eo/U) 
TABLE 11 
pomEarison of calculated and approximate rate constants 
Rotating and 







































and approximate values refer to the approximation 
k(E)T) m va(v) (v0100) 
m (l+0 o g /kT)e -E vo( 
, 
) y ), lim(2E Ip1 M o 
 
where vm is the most probable velocity in the distribution. This 
approximation was applied to the processes III(5.5) a.and b. for cross - 
sections and rate constants calculated from 
i. a space -fixed co- ordinate system 
ii. a rotating co- ordinate system 
a rotating co- ordinate system and straight line trajectory. 
The results are displayed in Table 11 from which it can be seen that, 
provided the a(v.) curve is not tóo rapidly varying around v = vm, the 
approximation III(5.11) is accurate to within a factor of two. 
Conclusions 
i. The quadrupole -quadrupole mechanism alone cannot account for all 
the observed rate constants though it does account almost entirely 
for near- resonant processes. (Te /H, I /HD). In particular, isotopic 
ratios, which are largely independent of the details of the electronic 
eigen functions, are not correctly predicted. Nevertheless, the 
long -range mechanism is clearly an important one and cannot be 
dismissed. 
ii. Neglecting rotational and populational factors, processes which 
differ in AE from the nearest resonant process by more than 200 cm 1 
at 300K may be neglected. 
iii. The calculated rate constants are not sensitive to the choice of 
co- ordinate system. 
iv. For the rotatiu3 co- ordinate systc4 calculations, the 
symwetrised , straight line trajectory is a.,ineful 
approximation. 
v. The observed rate constants may increase or decrease with 
increasing temperature. 
vi. Provided a(v) does not vary too rapidly around vavm, 
the approximation k vo (v ) is a useful one. 
APPENDIX I 
The matrices 




S1{1/a0}, S .L0/814.), S 









ii1) and D(0) for the 
o 1 o o x o 
o o 1 o o x 
000l o o 
o x o o 1 o x (12//3)<PX SH> 
o 
o o x o o 1 
In this model ut<4, + li)4 + > os (/2/6)<P 
X 
o 
IS1> so that 
, 
Proceeding in a fashiou identical to that of S 1.4, the 
matrices s-IA/aol, s la/aR) sud. 5-1111 were evaluated; 
-1 
s ta/ae) o 43/2 o o o o 
/3/2 0 -I o o o 
o 1 o 43/2 o o 
o o /3/2 o o o 
o o o o o -I 
o o O i O 
-1. 














































o o (H22 t.x) o 
o o o (H11(í-x2) 




h22 h33' h55 h66' H 25 h52 H36 















D(©) . c3 43c2s 3cs2 -3 3 o o 
3c2s c(3c2-2) s(3s2-2) 6c42 o o 
1/3c82 -8(38 2 -2 ) 
c(3c2-2) -13c2s o o 
s3 6c32 3c2s c3 0 0 
o o O O C -b 
o o o o s C 
in which c cose /2, a sïn9 /2 
Im1,m21a/aglim m x>.(14.0,x 
3' 41 , wi m 0;4 
>valt.cip'! 








where a om/(mm mx) and 1 - a 
From the above it can readily be shown that 
.-1 
r;.; a/ao) = o -1/12 o o o 
1/12 o -1/12 o o 
o 1//2 o o o 
o o o o o 
o o o o o 
(Only components of the 3E state are 'mixed' by Coriolis Coupling) 
and 
S 10/30 -x o o o o 







o o -x o o 
o o o x(a-11) t/2a 
o o o /3(1-ax2) -2ax 
where x dx/dit 
The matrix of the hamiltonian was evaluated as in fi 1.4 and 
-1 
§ 1.5, and S ih) was found to be iven by 
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The mice s S, S-12/ao), s SH}, Ro ), 
o . 




(0) for the system M( 
2 + 




) ( S f(1S) + ( 1 o)
2 




) o o 
o o 
o o 1 
o o o 
-1/2x/1/3 o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
o o o 
I 
where x = (/2/6) <px sn> 
In titis model 
o -1/2x/i3 o o o o 
o o o o o o 
o a o o o o 
(1-x 
2 
) o o o o o 
o 1 o o o o 
o o (1-x'-) o o o 
o o o 
,, 
(1-x-) o o 
o o o o 1 o 
o o 0 o o 1 
- <1413/9_ 
so that x =t/3 
= (/2/3)<SMip:> 
-1 -1, 
Proceeding as in (I.6) the matrices 5 D/B0}, S 19/911} and 
S were evaluateiL 
Ob 
o o /3/2 ..a o o o o o 
o o -i -°3/2 o o o o o 
7,3/2 i o o o o o o o 
i 3/2 o o o o o o o 
O o o o o o o o o 
O o o o o o -3/2 1/3/2 o 
o o o o o 3/2 o o 3/2 
o o o o o -V3/2 o o -I 




o o o -ba o o o o 
o o o o o o o o 
o o o o o o o o 




fi (ax2 o o o-6ax o o o o 
...8) 
o o o o O -'Fix/ o o o 
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APPENDI r II 
1:ab1%zs are "rPeAerted of the ener17 differences tn Cm-? -up 
1 1 2(: ,T ) 
V11 
m- V1ffi1..2 
J11=0 + 1J- J1a0.,10 
jw(V11y311) + tiD (v1,J1) 
V11s0, V1=1,2 













+b°°1ti =0 + J1=0 + 6 
V11'=0, V1=253; J 
11 
=0  + , J1=0 + 8 (BitE73) 
as well as the populations fT(J11) 
(V11 J11=0 
10 for ï2, 













































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Populations of V=0 rotational states for t#.2, HD and D2` 
at T=300, 400 and 500K 
J f300(J) f400(J) f500(J) 
0 1.29x10 w1 9.87x10_2 7.99x10 
-2 
1 6.37x10^1 5.8fìxl0-1 S.12x10.1 










1.33x10 2 2.49x10 
-2 
5 1.0lx1O3 6.23x103 1.76x10'2 









8 7.94x10y9 7.84x10 
-7 
1.17x10'5 






0 1.98x1U1 2.51x10-1 1.22x10 -1 
i 3.88x10-_1 3.29r1£+1 2.83x10-1 
2 2.75x10 1 2.89x10_1 2.83x.10 l 
3 1.08x10-1 1.56x10W1 1.85x101 
4 2.58x10.` 5.68c10 
-2 
8.65x102 
5 3.93x10 3 1.46x10-2 3.Ci3x10 2 
6 3.94x104 2.70x10~3 8.15x10`-3 




3 1.23x106 3.33x1JW 2.L5x1U 4 
9 4.04x10-° 3.03x1 6 3.83x10 M5 









1.66x10 ~1 1.40x10 -1 




1.33x10 1 1.38x10.1 
4 9.47x10 
2 
1.46x10 y1 1.80x10~1 
5 1.42x10-2 3.11x10-2 4.73x102 
b 6.26x10-3 2.09x10 -2 4.09x10 
_2 
7 5.22x10~4 2.82x10_3 7.39x10 
-3 
8 1.33x104 1.24x103 4.51x10.3 
9 6.53x10-6 1.12s1L' -4 5.87x104 
10 1.01x10-6 3.37x10 5 2.63x104 
Appendix V 
Phase shifts, partial wave summations and Semi -classical Analysis of 
elastic and inelastic Scattering. 
Phase Shifts for elastic and inelastic Scattering. 




_ on co y 
cxp,d (Z = - (P/) ( J _ 611R1 - I,, /Cl 
b is the impact parameter. 
yi 
= (z,) 
It is assumed that at the energies considered (200 eV), the use of a 
straight line trajectory 
R = -CP /i) - bt /e)yz 
is a useful approximation. 
Subject to this approximation, and making use of the relation 
pob= (R, +2) 










where I10(0) = jsin 6d6 = 16(356/8+sin80+7sin46-4sin26+2sin34 
64 8 3 
Similarly 
. 2 
= Rc H11dR H22dR 
.o R 
is approximaed by 
R 
2 = I10(o)-I10(6c] 
* 
ß [1.8(8c)-18(1112'] - 
(SC+z)9 0,+1)7 
Ai 
Y [(Rp) )2 - (Q+i) 2J ;Ci= A21-IP0 
e = sin- 1(b /Rc) 
= E2u/Po 
' 
and I8 = Jsin6Ode = 450 /2- 2sin20 +Ssin40 +sin320/6). 
(I) 
(2) 
SinceE2 ( "1.6 eV ) « E('200 eV ), any momentum change 
following transitions between the two states has been neglected (and 
angular momentum is conserved). 
In the same manner it can be shown that 
= [(+)9].[IlO(o) - I10(Tr/2) 
b. Inelastic Scattering 
R 
2 
c H11dR + 117) H11dR 
c JJ4R . 





H11dR + 2sR H22dR - 
R H22 
R c c . } P. 
R 
The tricky integral to evaluate is IR H22dR /R, because 
c 
(3 ) 
H22() ,Lo. The method used was to replace the upper limit by r, where 
r is defined by 
I R (H22-E2)/R dR - IR+R`H22-E2)/R dRl<10-3 
c 
Hence, proceeding in the same manner as in the evaluation of the 
elastic phase shifts, the results were obtained: 















where 0r = sin- 1(b /r). 
For reasons that will be discussed below , the above 




For k < kn, a linear fit was used 
=n(in) - (7/2) (kn -k) 
Evaluation of Partial Wave Summation 
As already noted (II(2.1) ), the elastic and inelastic 






finel(0) = (1/21k 
) ic°o(2k+1)SQQel Pk(cos0) 
(6) 
In the region o0-5.2, Sek and Sinel are given by 11(2.4), 
c kk kJ, 
and in the region kc +l,k5 L, where L is such that C1 ( ) is 
<10 -2 Tr, Skk Ski e and inel are given by 11(2.5). In the region L4k< 
Skk1, 
Skkel 
= o (1 °) 





finel (e) =. (1/2 ik )Q- o(2P+1)SQQe1Pt(cos6) 
(8 ) 
Iel(e) = Ifel(e)1 2 and 
Iinel(e) ffinel(0)12 
are displayed as 
functions of e (8 =1 -2 °) in Figure 5 for H12(Rc) =0.25 eV , and in 
Figure 6 for H12(Rc) =0.35 eV , and Iel(e) and 
I1ne1(e) 
are 
presented as functions of e ( =0.3° } 4.7 °) in Figure 7. 
Semi -classical Analysis of Elastic and Inelastic Differential 
Cross Sections 
The following analysis is essentially that of Ford and 
Wheeler (F0R59). 
Making use of the asymptotic form 
P(cose)~ 12/(+)TrinO]smn [(k+2)e+Tÿ4] , sine>1/2, 
and replacing the summation over partial waves by an integral, the 
elastic scattered amplitude is found to be 
fel(e) = ri2/ikel(TrsinO)2, jo(A,+z)2SQ sin[(Q+1)e+Tr/4] d9, 
( ) 
a. Elastic Scattering 
Noting that 
Sek pe2il p)e2i2 
kt 
= e2iT1 
and that sin (2,+2)e +11/4 = (1 /2i)[exp(i$)- exp( -i0}, ¢= (Q +1)6 +7/4, 
( 9 ) may be written as 
fel(6) = -[1/kel(2Trsin6)2J f foc(Q+2)2P 
f 
o 
-P)(elSL-e1S2)dQ + fQ (Q+z)2(ell-e1'1)dQ} 
c 
± 
in which $n = 2n ± ((Q +2)6 +fr /4 
The principal contribution to an integral of the form 
fof(t)exp(i$(k) )dZ, where f(k) is a slowly- varying 
function of Q, comes from regions of Q in which 
a_ 
ak-° 
- so- called regions of stationary phase. The regions of stationary 
phase in the integrals of (10) are defined by 




= - 8 
+- 
the value of t at which Lhis identity is satisfied is denoted Qe 
It is convenient, then, to define "deflection functions ", X : 
n 
Xn = 2B n 
/at 
in terms of which the form of fel(0) may be analysed. Of course the 
phase shifts are only related to the true deflection functions X, 
x = J traj ectory (0/R) 
dR 
in the manner of (. 11 ) if the phase shifts, t , are defined as 
dR/ 
trajectory zero potentialdR /A , A = h /pR 
trajectory 
However, the usefulness of the definition ( 11) will soon become 
apparent. 
There are -two elastic deflection functions X1 and X2 
X1 = 3157ra/128(Q+2)10 




[I8(0 c)-I8(7/2 J 
+ ß 4(o) + 
(2,+2)8 (Q+z)7 
Y(t+2) r(Rcpo)2 - (2.+2)2J Z ( 13) 
where I8(0) = ( e)[ 5/ 2- 4cos2e +(3 /2)cos40 +sin22ecos2e] el , 
10(e) = (1/16)[35/8 + cos80/8 +(7/2)cos40-8cos2e+4sin22e 
cos2e'e1 , 
and a, ß, y and oc are defined in equation ( 5"). 
X1 
has the same 
functional form as 
x1. 




are displayed as 
functions of t, 
x1 
has a single branch and 
x2 





are defined in the range 0 ± 7r, the first and 
third of the integrals in equation (10) cannot simultaneously 
include a point of stationary phase since 
x1 
isa monotonic function 




as t } 0 (as they would if they were 
computed unmodified on the assumption of a rectilinear trajectory) 
additional, spurious points of stationary phase would be introduced, 
since O and n +0 are physically indistinguishable. It is for this 
reason that the phase shifts were modified according to equation ('7 ). 




(e) = Cl/kel(2sin0){alexp(ißl)+aiexp(ißi)+a2exp(iß2)+ 
a2exp(iß2)} 
l Ill I1 
Iwhere 








(Q +2)p(R) /IilI2 
of stationary 





is the contribution 
phase for 2, greater 
i 
[(i+)(l_p(2.),I41Ili 
point of stationary 
arising from the 
than the value (2,c) 
is the 
X28 phase on the 
large Q side of the minimum in x2. x1 = x2 = Xc = 0.0375 (2.15 °) at 
Qc = 2884 and min O.O245c (1.4 °) at22in 2710 (see Figureg ). For 
0 >xc only a1 and a2 can be non -zero. For a1 , a2 and a2 
can all be non -zero and foré <X2in only a1 can be non -zero. Hence 
fel(8) 








) 8 >xc 
= aiexp(iß)+a2exp(iß2)+a2exp(iß2),x2in<0<xc 
1 
= aiexp(ißi) 8<XZin 
and the elastic differential cross section, Ie1(0) is given by 
(2ke1sin8)Ie1(8) = ai + a2 + 2a1a2cos(ß1-ß2) , 0>xc° 
2 2 




= a1 , 0 <X2 
TABLE 1 
c 
Amplitudes from Regions of Stationary Phase 
in Elastic Scattering 
H12(Rc)=0:25 eV H12(Rc)=0.35 eV 
a1(2990) 8.2x103 8.2x10 
3 
1 
a2(2580) 4.5x103 7.5x103 
a2(2850) 6.3x103 
The elastic d.c.s. is structureless for 0 
<x2in 
(1.4°). For 1.4° 
<0 <2.15° there are three sets of cs cillations since ai, a2 and a2 
are all of comparable magnitude (see Table 1). For 0>2.15° there is 
only one source of oscillations in Iel(0). 
Consider 0 = 1.5° (0.0262c). x1 = 0 at k0= 2990, x2 = e 
at k0= 2805 and at k0= 2580. The appropriate values of ai etc 
calculated (14-), are presented in Table 1 for 1112(11c) = 0.25 
eV and 0.35 eV . Clearly a1, a2 and a2 are all non -zero (see 
Figure 8). The 'wavelengths' of the three oscillations (see (15) ) 
that is the angular increment in 0 required to go from I to I 
max min 
and back to I 
ax 
, around 0 = 1.5° will be 
m 
610 = 
27/(2990 - 2850) = 2.6° 
620 = 
27/ (2990 - 2580) = 0.90 
630 = 27/(2850 
- 2580) = 1.3° (see Ford and Wheeler) 
b. Inelastic Scattering 
Hence 
Sinel u fp(1-p)]2{e2i3 
ogk,<,kc 
iQel 
= 0 k>kc 
t 
- c 1 -Cl/k (2sin0)2{J(k+2)p(1-p 2exp(3)-exp(i (63) d! finel(0 
-f 0 c(k+2 ) [p (1-p)P [exp (if64)-exp (is4)] dk} ( 16 ) 
The 'deflection functions' x3 and x4 appropriate to inelastic 
scattering are defined by the equations 
X3 = -9a rllo(ec )-7o6 
+ 
(k+a 









(k+2) 2) (16+2)8 
_, 
+ ßl CI$(or)-I'8(0c)1 - (Q+z){ (Rcpo)2-(R,+i)2 z 
(k+2) 
- FrPo) 2 -(9,-4-1)2i 2} 






- a I10(ec)+9aI10(ec) +,r(2,+2){ r(R p Leo 
(2,+2)10 (k+z)y 




X3 and X4 are displayed as functions of k in Figure 9. Proceeding as 
before in the evaluation of 
finel(0), 








_ -a4exp(iß4)-a4exp(i4); Xn<e<Xc 
= a3exp(i83)-a4exp(i84) j 6>Xc ( Ig ) 
TABLE 2 
Amplitudes from Regions of Stationary Phase 
in Inelastic Scattering 
a3(2877) 
a4(2485) 
H12(Rc) = 0.25 eV H12(Rc) = 0.35 eV 
1.3 X 102 0.9 x 103 
4.3 x 103 4.7 x 103 
i 
where a3 = E+)p(l_p)/I32 ] , a4 = Q +z)P(1-P) /Ic41'R 
3e 4e 
, 
and a4 = [6:1-1)p(1-P)/1C4(11, 
is the contribution arising from the point of stationary phase on the 
large Q, side of the minimum in x4. a4 and a4 are obviously of 
comparable magnitude. 0.0175c (1.0 °) at 
imin 
= 2780 and x 
3 
X4 = Xc = 0.021c (1.2 °) at ßc = 2884. The inelastic differential 
cross section, Iinel (6) is given by 
(2k sin8)Iinel(8) = o e<X4in 
= a4+a4+2a4a4cos(84-84), 
X4in<6<X 
= a3+a4-2a3a4cos(83-84), e>Xc ( /q.) 
The inelastic d.c.s. is zero for 8 (1.0 °). For 1.0 ° <e <1.2° and 
also for 8 >1.2° there is only one source (different in the two 
angular ranges) of oscillations in 
Iinel(8). 
Consider 8 = 1.5° x3 = 6 at Le - 2877, x4 = e at te _ 2485. 
The appropriate values of a3 and a4 are presented in Table 2 for 
H12(Rc) = 0.25 and 0.35 eV. It can be seen that for H12 = 0.25 
eV I. (0) should show quite strong oscillations of 
period ~ 0.9 °. 
around 6 = 1.5° and for H19 = 0.35 eV these oscillations should be 
less strong. 
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